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2008 NEWS SERIES            August, 2008 
DEPARTMENT 

Date Newscast Total Issue Story Line Description 

8/11/08 4p-:30 :30 Military Purple Heart A WWII hero has been awarded the Purple Heart – 64 years after he was shot down over Germany.   Lt. Harold 
Samberg’s family arranged a 30 minute fly-in the sky in the same type of aircraft he flew during the war, a B-24 J-
Model Plane. 

8/11/08 5p-1:45, 6p-1:45, 9p-:45, 
10p-:50 

5:00 Traffic and Public 
Safety 

Downtown Closures 
and CS Stand-off 

A standoff in downtown CS that shut down  several streets for hours today.    CS Police say they were trying to serve 
a warrant to Nicholas John Wells – aka – Matthew Wells.      He’s wanted for several crimes – including property 
damage up and down the front range. 

8/11/08 5p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:30 2:00 Religion and 
Property Damage 

Church Steeple It’s a slow task – but crews have started tearing down part of a church steeple in Pueblo that was damaged by fire 
last Wednesday. 

8/11/08 4p-:25, 5p-:30, 6p-:25, 9p-
:40, 10p-:50 

2:50 Election Voter Reminder A reminder that tomorrow is Primary Election Day.    It will be just like a regular election – just go to your precinct to 
vote.    Unaffiliated voters can take part – but if you are registered as a Republican or Democrat – you cannot switch 
parties at the polling place. 

8/11/08 5p-:4, 9p-:40, 10p-:45 2:10 Military Glamour Cadet Big honors for an Air Force Cadet – who’s an expert parachutist.    Glamour Magazine is recognizing Cadet 1st Class 
Lindsey Robinson as one of the country’s 10 most impressive female students. 

8/11/08 6p-:20 :20 Health/Safety Cyanide Scare In Denver, streets have been blocked off as police investigate a possible cyanide death. 

8/11/08 6p-2:10, 9p-2:00, 10p-:50 5:00 Business Closing  Garman Closes The end of an era for one local business.    After more than 30 years in Old Colorado City, Michael Garman Galleries 
will be closing its doors.   70-year old Michael Garman was diagnosed with a fatal disease and has decided to close 
the doors of his gallery. 

8/11/08 6p-:45 :45 Crime & Punishment Pueblo Jail Fees Pueblo City Council will decided tonight whether to put a question on the November ballot regarding jail fines and 
punishment. 

8/11/08 6p-2:00, 9p-:35, 10p-:35 3:10 Military and Law 
Enforcement 

CSPD Military 
Recruits 

A problem Police Depts. are having nationwide and here in CS as well, they’re having a hard time recruiting enough 
officers and it’s an issue CSPD is struggling with.    They’re currently trying to fill 28 positions. 

8/11/08 6p-:45 :45 Construction and 
Road Work 

S. Academy 
Improvements 

If you travel south Academy, between I-25 and Hwy 115, you are probably enjoying the expansion to four lanes. 

8/12/08 5a-1:20, 6a-5:25, 12n-2:00, 
4p-:25, 9p-1:30 

11:40 Election Voter Reminder and 
Election Day and 
Vote 

A reminder that tomorrow is Primary Election Day.    It will be just like a regular election – just go to your precinct to 
vote.   Unaffiliated voters  can take par t- but if you are registered as a Republican or Democrat – you cannot switch 
parties at the polling place. 

8/12/08 5a-1:00, 6a-:25 1:25 Recycling CO Recycling and 
Waste Management 
Upgrade 

If you recycle through Waste Management, here are a couple of changes to make life easier.      The waste company 
says – customers don’t have to sort their recyclables anymore. 

8/12/08 5a-1:30, 6a-1:25 2:55 Crime & Punishment Texas 7 Execution One of the notorious “Texas Seven”  inmates – is scheduled to be executed this week in Texas.   Michael Rodriguez 
and six others made headlines in 2000,  when they broke out of a Texas prison – killed  a Dallas Police  Officer – and 
led police on a massive manhunt. 

8/12/08 5a-:50, 6a-:50, 12n-:25 2:05 Crime & Punishment Pueblo Jail Fees Pueblo City Council will decide tonight whether to put a question on the November ballot regarding jail fines and 
punishment. 

8/12/08 5a-:40, 6a-:30 1:10 Crime and Safety Stabbing Victim ID’d CS Police have identified the victim in a deadly stabbing early that happened on Saturday morning.    Police say 43 
year old Renan Leon was stabbed multiple times at the Eldorado Apartments on east Bijou. 
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8/12/08 5a-1:00 1:00 Military and Law 
Enforcement 

CSPD Military 
Recruits 

A problem Police Depts. are having nationwide and here in CS as well, they’re having a hard time recruiting enough 
officers and it’s an issue CSPD is struggling with.    They’re currently trying to fill 28 positions. 

8/12/08 5a-1:05, 6a-:50, 12n-:20, 5p-
:30, 4p-:50, 6p-:50 9p-:45 

5:10 Military and 
Government 

Russia Georgia and  
Russian Conflict and 
Russia Bombing  

There were more bombing raids in Georgia overnight.    Russian officials are blaming Georgian leaders for violating 
its pledge to observe a cease-fire. 

8/12/08 5a-:30 :30 Military and 
Government 

Russia Russian President Dmitry Medvedev says he has ordered a halt to Russian Military action in Georgia.   He says the 
Russian action has punished  Georgia and restored security in south Ossetia.    Russian Troops recently took the 
capital city of Gori. 

8/12/08 5a-:30 :30 Military and 
Government 

Pakistan Bombing A roadside bomb struck a Pakistani Air Force vehicle  today killing at least 14 people. 

8/12/08 5a-1:45  Olympics Olympics Olympic Swimmer Michael Phelps made it three for three last night – winning his third gold medal and setting a new 
world record in the 200 meter freestyle.      Natalie Coughlin won the gold in the women’s 100 backstroke.    And 
Aaron Peirsol took gold in the men’s 100 meter backstroke in world record time. The U.S. Men’s Gymnastics Team 
won the bronze medal. 

8/12/08 5a-:15 :15 Public Safety Russia Protest Hundreds of demonstrators gathered outside the Russian Embassy in Washington yesterday to protest the war. 

8/12/08 5a-:30 :30 Public Health Invisible Study Scientists at the University of California say they’re a step closer to making things invisible.    They were able to cloak 
three-dimensional objects by reversing the direction of visible light around them for the first time. 

8/12/08 5a-:45, 6a-:40, 6p-1:45 3:10 Politics Politics Latest and 
Primary Day 

Both Presidential candidates in our country are condemning the violence between Russia and Georgia. 

8/12/08 5a-:40 :40 Space Exploration NASA to Mars NASA says its hoping to send astronauts back to the moon.    They are moving forward with that plan now -  hoping 
to launch astronauts in 2019 or 2020.    The ultimate goal is to send crews Mars and other destinations in the Solar 
System. 

8/12/08 6a-1:25, 12n-:25, 4p-:25 2:15 Government Ritter Sued The Denver Post is suing Governor Ritter.    They say he refuses to hand over call records form one of his personal 
phones. 

8/12/08 6a-:40, 12n-:40 1:20 Public Safety School Safety A new school year is underway, and CS Police have a message for drivers.    Slow down and pay attention in schools 
zones. 

8/12/08   Public Safety China Stabbing  The condition of the American woman stabbed on the opening weekend of the Olympics has been upgraded from 
critical to stable.   Barbara Bachman was with her husband, Todd, when they were attacked by a Chinese man at an 
ancient monument in Beijing on Saturday. 

8/12/08 6a-2:05, 12n-:50 2:55 Business Closing  Garman Closes The end of an era for one local business.    After more than 30 years in Old Colorado City, Michael Garman Galleries 
will be closing its doors.   70-year old Michael Garman was diagnosed with a fatal disease and has decided to close 
the doors of his gallery. 

8/12/08 6a-:30 :30 Olympics Oly Volleyball The American Beach Volleyball duo of Misty May-Treanor and Kerri Walsh appear unbeatable.     The defending 
Olympic Champions defeated a Cuban t4eam in straight sets on Tuesday. 

8/12/08 6a-:50 :50 Olympics Oly Swimming In the pool…Team USA is dominating.   No surprise here – Michael Phelps cruises to his third gold medal in the 200 
freestyle.   And Natalie Coughlin brings home a gold for the ladies 100 meter backstroke.    She’s the first woman to 
defend her Olympic title. 

8/12/08 6a-:25 :25 Olympics Swimming Fever Olympic drama continues to unfold.     so far many of the most riveting stories have come from the swimming pool. 
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8/12/08 5a-:20, 6a-:20 :40 Travel and Airlines Airport Cutbacks The skies are getting less crowded and airports are feeling the pinch.   With airlines cutting back flights due to fuel 
costs, secondary airports across America could lose more than ten percent of their scheduled service. 

8/12/08 6a-:25 :25 Rec/Arts and Rodeo Rodeo Hero A runaway wagon, and a hero cowboy might be things you’d expect to see only in a western movie.   But some rodeo 
fans in Texas got to see just that.     A team of horses got spooked, they threw the driver and took off running around 
the arena.    Bull-rider Mark Fisher came to the rescue. 

8/12/08 5a-:25 :25 Banking and 
Finances 

States Money USA Today reports that a growing number of states are taking unclaimed property from bank accounts and safe 
deposit boxes – faster than before.     Every state has their own set time period for abandoned property, usually three 
to five years 

8/12/08 5a-:20 :20 Vending Machines Best Buy Vending Best Buy will start installing vending machines at major airports.     By next month, the vending machines will appear 
in eight airports around the country. 

8/12/08 12n-:40, 4p-:45, 5p-:25 1:50 Military War Vets Drinking Military troops returning from war often fall victim to heavy drinking and binge drinking.    

8/12/08 12n-:20, 4p-:25, 5p-:15, 9p-
:25 

1:25 Public Safety MA Plane Crash A plane crashed in Massachusetts this morning, killing three people.     the plane took off from Long Island and was 
carrying a patient to Boston for medial treatment.    It ended up crashing in a grocery store parking lot. 

8/12/08 12n-:30, 4p-:25, 5p-:30 1:25 Olympics Singer Controversy Some of the unbelievable theatrics seen during Beijing’s Opening Ceremony – weren’t real at all.   One of the biggest 
controversies surrounds a 7-year old performer.    A ceremony official says a young Chinese singer was considered 
not good looking enough for the event.  Instead they had another little girl stand in and lip-synch. 

8/12/08 12n-:25, 4p-:15, 5p-:20 1:00 Olympics Recorded Fireworks There is news of reports that some of the fireworks during the opening ceremony in Beijing were digitally inserted. 

8/12/08 12n-:10, 5p-:10 :20 Olympics Oly Medal Count The U.S. now has seven gold, six silver and eight bronze.     21 Medal in all – China has 18 medals and South Korea 
is third with ten. 

8/12/08 12n-:20 :20 Astronomy Perseid Shower If you look into the sky at the right time tonight you could see a real show.    Tonight is the peak of the annual 
“Perseid Meteor Shower.”    This phenomenon happens about this time every year when the earth passes through a 
comet trail. 

8/12/08 4p-:20, 5p-:15 :35 Military Memorial Preview Ft. Carson will pause to remember a soldier who died in Iraq.       

8/12/08 4p-:45 :45 Military Kids at Peterson Some local children got to experience what it’s like to be a pilot at Peterson air Force Base.    The kids are members 
of a local Big Brothers/Big Sisters Program.  

8/12/08 4p-:45, 5p-:35, 6p-:45 2:05 Olympics Local Gymnast 
Bronze 

The U.S. Men’s Gymnastics Team pulled off what is considered a shocker, last night – winning a medal no one 
expected.  They received the bronze medal in the team finals and it was thanks in part to Alexander Arteme, who is 
from Highlands Ranch, Colorado. 

8/12/08 5p-1:35 1:35 Politics Primary Preview Polling places are open for a short time longer in the primary election.     In the race for District Attorney in El Paso 
and Teller Counties – there’s no Democrat running, so today’s vote decides if John Newsome will remain District 
Attorney.    And there’s a lot of attention on the Republic side of the 5th Congressional District.    It will decide if 
incumbent Dough Lamborn will be on the November ballot. 

8/12/08 5p-:25 :25 Public Safety Acid Spill Sheriff’s Deputies are investigating a truck driver who leaked hydrochloric acid on the road in Pueblo.     It happened 
just before 11 a.m. this morning. 

8/12/08 5p-:25 :25 Property Damage Roselawn Follow up Families will have to pay the cost to replace headstones that were destroyed at a cemetery in Pueblo County.    The 
Sheriff’s Office says last week, close to 100 headstones at Roselawn Cemetery were broken or destroyed. 
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8/12/08 5p-:30 :30 Religion Rain Prayer A controversial on line commentary on the Focus on the Family Action website – has been pulled.     The video asked 
people to pray for rain during Barack Obama’s speech at the Democratic National Convention in Denver.   Following 
a couple dozen complaints the video was pulled. 

8/12/08 5p-2:15, 9p-:35 2:50 Economy and Fuel Nitrogen  Tires Considering the cost of gas these days here’s an idea you may want to try.    Fill up your ties with nitrogen instead of 
air.     Depending on who you ask  - it could make a big difference.   More and more tire retailers are offering nitrogen 
to customers. 

8/12/08 5p-:45, 10p-:40 1:25 Rec/Arts and Sports Little Gymnasts At Pikes Peak area gymnastics centers today, the calls are coming in.     People want to get their kids into the sport.   
An coaches say, watching Team USA do well is an inspiration for teens and little kids already in the sport. 

8/12/08 5p-:50, 9p-:30 1:20 Olympics Olympic Fever Talk about Olympic Fever!    The Olympic store in CS has been packed lately.   Store managers say its been non-
stop since Friday.    A steady stream of people are coming in and the p hones just keep ringing. 

8/12/08 5p-:30 :30 Public Health Healthy Pueblo Members of a Pueblo non-profit group want to make it easier for pedestrians and bicycle riders to get around town.   
And today they held a workshop to get advice form a nationally recognized expert in this field. 

8/12/08 6p-:40, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:30 Public Safety Horseplay Death Details of a deadly accident involving a 10 year old boy.     The Pueblo County Sheriff’s Office says the death is a 
result of horseplay at his home, when three children were playing in the basement. 

8/12/08 6p-:20, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:10 Public Safety Child Ran Over and 
Palmer Accident 

A 12-7year old boy is in bad shape tonight.   He was in a group of five, who were skateboarding along the center 
median of Palmer Park Blvd.   Police say the 12 year old boy veered off, and was hit by a car. 

8/12/08 6p-:20 :20 Public Safety Child Abuse Death A Denver Jury has convicted a man of first degree murder in the starvation death of a 7-year old boy in his care. 

8/12/08 6p-:30, 10p-:30 1:00 Election Bruce Measures CS City Council has voted to put two measures regarding controversial enterprise fees, on the November ballot.  Both 
measures were authored by Doug Bruce – who calls them a tax.      

8/12/08 6p-2:00, 9p-1:35, 10p-:45 4:20 Taxes Sales Tax Slump The city of CS must try to figure out how to do more with less.   July sales tax numbers are lower than projected down 
more than 8% compared to July of last year.   

8/12/08 6p-:50, 9p-:45 1:35 Homes and 
Mortgages 

Housing Expert For the second year in a row, realtors in Pueblo County report a dip in housing sales, but a nationally-known 
economist says the market is not saturated with homes for sale. 

8/12/08 6p-:25, 9p-:45 1:10 Public Health School Nutrition Medical experts say parents should teach it to their kids as they head back to school.   Nutritionists say children 
perform better in school when they eat a healthy diet. 

8/12/08 6p-:50, 9p-:25 1:15 Olympics Olympian at Aerials The Men’s Gymnastic Team provided some drama last night when they grabbed the bronze medal – when they 
weren’t expected to medal at all. 

8/12/08 9p-1:30, 10p-:35 2:05 Election 5th Congressional 
District 

The other key race for Republicans – the 5th Congressional District Seat – occupied by Doug Lamborn.   And it looks 
like we will have  a repeat of two years ago when two challengers split the vote. 

8/12/08 9p-:45 :45 Election Election Wrap In the race for State House 15 in El Paso County, incumbent Doug Bruce with a checkered first term at the State 
House – faces political newcomer Mark Waller.    And Waller is leading this  race. 

8/12/08 9p-:35, 10p-;25 1:00 Olympics Beijing BMX Bicycle Motor-Cross or BMX will make its Olympic debut.    Already it is attracting a lot of attention here at home. 

8/12/08 9p-:35 :25 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Rocky Mountain 
State Far 

A new fair is coming to CS and it opens this Friday.    The Norris-Penrose Arena is getting prepped for a BMX Event 
and a Demolition Derby – all part of the Rocky Mountain State Fair. 
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8/12/08 10p-:35 :35 Election EPC DA Results There appears to be a new District Attorney for El Paso and Teller County.     Former Colleagues, and political 
opponents Dan May and incumbent John Newsome faced off in the Republican Primary. 

8/12/08 10p-:25 :25 Election 5th Cong. Dist. 
Results 

The other key race for Republicans – the 5th Congressional District Seat occupied by Doug Lamborn.    It looks like a 
repeat of two years ago when two challengers split the vote.     The time Jeff Crank and Bentley Rayburn split the 
vote, allowing Lamborn to win re-election. 

8/12/08 10p-:20 :20 Election State Rep 15 AT the State House – another upset is brewing in the Republican Primary for House District 15.     Dog Bruce 
following a checkered first term at the State House – which included being censured by his colleagues. 

8/12/08 10p-:35 :35 Election Waller Reax Waller is a retired Air Force Officer and who now owns a law practice in CS.   He was a little hesitant to comment 
early on this evening – but that ten point or so lead – continues to hold up – as results continue to trickle in.     
Reaction now from Waller to what appears to be another big upset. 

8/12/08 10p-:25 :25 Election Pueblo 
Commissioners 

The lone contested race tonight in Pueblo -  is on the Democratic side – and it has been close all night long.     The 
race for eth County Commissioner Seat – Dist 2 where Dorothy Butcher relinquished her State Senate Seat to run, 
against incumbent, John Cordova. 

8/12/08 10p-:25 :25 Election Senate Dist. 4 In the race for the State Senate, District 4 Seat on the Republican side – this district encompasses a lot of Teller 
County – and northern El Paso County.    The race pits Mark Sheffel against Bob Denny – with the winner to face off 
in November against Democrat Joe Alsup. 

8/12/08 10p-:25 :25 Election State Rep 17 In the Republican race for House District 17 – which includes the south end of the CS including Ft. Carson down to 
the county line – Catherine Roupe has had a significant lead all night over Sheila Hicks. 

8/12/08 10p-:45 :45 Election Balink Reax More than 45,000 registered voters in El Paso County mailed in their ballots.    In fact, Clerk and Recorder Bob Balink 
says that’s a record. 

8/12/08 10p-:30 :30 Fundraiser and 
Animal Welfare 

Car Wash Benefit A local business is giving away free car washes for a good cause.    Speedy Shine Express in CS is offering free car 
washes all week.   In return they’re asking customers for a donation to benefit the Pikes Peak Humane Society. 

8/13/08 5a-1:25, 6a-1:25, 12n-:20, 
4p-:20 

3:30 Public Safety Car in House A car crashed into a home overnight in the Stratmoor Hills area.   State Patrol says the vehicle swerved off Hwy. 83 
and hit the house around one this morning. 

8/13/08 5a-1:00 1:00 Election Election The results are in form yesterday’s primary election and there’s some big changes.      There will be a new El Paso 
and Teller County District  Attorney. 

8/13/08 5a-1:50, 6a-:35 2:25 Election EPC DA Results and 
District Attorney 
Results 

It appears Dan May convinced voters that change was needed in the DA’s Office.   Ironically, “change” was the theme 
of John Newsome’s campaign four years ago, when Newsome beat May with 56% of the vote. 

8/13/08 5a-:1:10, 5p-:20 1:30 Election EPC DA Race and 
Newsome May 
Results 

There was a big upset in the Primary Election last night.    Dan May beat incumbent John Newsome, becoming the 
new District Attorney for El Paso and Teller County 

8/13/08 5p-:35, 6p-1:15, 9p-:45, 10p-
1:30 

4:05 Election May Reax Dan May will be the first to tell you – he’s enjoying the moment right now.     This is the second time he has run 
against Newsome for District Attorney – and lost to him 4 years ago.    And considering the reason for his campaign – 
and the tone - May says he has to put partisanship aside and move forward. 

8/13/08 5a-2:00, 6a-1:50, 12n-:15 4:05 Election 5th Cong Dist Race Congressman Doug Lamborn won the 5th Congressional District Primary.   His opponents Jeff Crank and Bentley 
Rayburn split the remainder of the vote. 

8/13/08 5a-:40, 6a-:40, 12n-:20 1:40 Election State Rep 15 There was an upset in the Republican Primary for House District 15.   Doug Bruce lost to political newcomer Mark 
Waller. 

8/13/08 5a-1:00, 6a-1:20 2:20 Election Waller Reax Waller is a retired Air Force Officer and now owns a law practice in CS.    Here’s what he had to say about his win in 
the election. 
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8/13/08 5a-:40, 6a-:30, 12n-:10 1:20 Election Sen District 4 In the race for the State Senate, District 4 Seat on the Republican side – This District encompasses a lot of Teller 
County and northern El Paso County.     Mark Sheffel Trumped over Bob Denny with 65 % of the votes.   He will face 
Democrat Joe Alsup in November. 

8/13/08 5a-:50, 6a-:45, 12n-:15 1:50 Election Pueblo 
Commissioners 

The race for the County Commissioner Seat in Pueblo – District 2 was a nail-biter all night.    In the end, Dorothy 
Butcher relinquished her state Senate Seat to run against incumbent John Cordova. 

8/13/08 5a-:40, 6a-:20, 12n-:10 1:10 Election State Rep 17 In the Republican Race for House District 17  Catherine Roupe also gained a significant  lead over challenger Sheila 
Hicks with 65% of the votes. 

8/13/08 5a-1:10, 6a-1:50 3:00 Election Balink Reacts Mail-in 
Ballots 

Over 45,000 El Paso County voters sent in their ballot through the mail.    County Clerk, Bob Balink says it’s a record. 

8/13/08 5a-:15, 6a-:50, 12n-:15, 5p-
:15, 6p-:20 

1:55 Public Safety Ft. Carson Fire A grass fire is burning on Ft. Carson.     The fire broke out around three yesterday afternoon southeast of Turkey 
Creek.      The fire is covering about 150 acres. 

8/13/08 5a-1:30, 6a-1:55 3:25 Olympics Olympics Swim If you missed the results from last night’s Olympics – Swimmer Michael Phelps made history.   He won gold in both 
the 200-meter butterfly and the 800-meter relay. 

8/13/08 5a-:30, 6a-:40 1:10 Olympics Olympics 
Gymnastics 

The Women’s Gymnastics Team Championship was on the line last night.    The battle for the gold came down to the 
U.S. and China. 

8/13/08 5a-:40, 12n-:20, 5p-:15 1:15 Olympics Olympics Medals 
and Olympic Medal 
Count 

The U.S. is in first  place so far with a total of 27 medals – 10 of them gold.    China is in second place with 24.    And 
South Korea is in third with 12 medals. 

8/13/08 5a-:30 :30 Public Health Healthy Pueblo Members of a Pueblo non-profit group want to make it easier for pedestrians and bicycle riders to get around town. 

8/13/08 5a-:25 :25 Health and Safety Mistake Hospital Your chances for not being billed because of a hospital’s mistake are going up.    23 states have approved non-
payment policies for some mistakes, including operating on the wrong body part or person. 

8/13/08 5a-:25 :25 Population and 
Growth 

City Growth Some cities that had been shrinking are now experiencing growing pains.    

8/13/08 5a-:35, 4p-:45, 5p-:35, 6p-
:30, 9p-:45, 10p-:30 

3:40 Military and Public 
Safety 

Georgia Despite agreeing to a cease fire – brokered by France, the head of Georgia’s National Security Council says about 50 
Russian tanks have entered their city of Gori.    He claims the tanks came in this morning.   Russia’s Defense Ministry 
denies any violation of the cease fire agreement.      

8/13/08 5a-:30 :30 Military and Public 
Safety 

Lebanon Lebanese Security Officials say 18 people are dead and another 40 are wounded after a roadside bomb targeted a 
bus today.     The attack in Tripoli is thought to be the work of Al Qaeda inspired militants. 

8/13/08 5a-:30 :30 Olympics Phelps Michael Phelps made history last night, becoming the most decorated Olympic athlete.   Phelps won gold in both the 
200 meter butterfly and the 800 meter relay, making his gold total 11. 

8/13/08 5a-2:30, 6a-2:30, 12n-2:10, 
4p-2:00, 5p-:45, 9p-:45 

12:40 Rec/Arts and Sports Sled Hockey A program in CS is giving people with physical disabilities the chance to get out on the ice and compete.   Andy Koen 
reports. 

8/13/08 6a-:20 :20 Public Safety Child Ran Over and 
Palmer Accident 

A 12-7year old boy is in bad shape tonight.   He was in a group of five, who were skateboarding along the center 
median of Palmer Park Blvd.   Police say the 12 year old boy veered off, and was hit by a car. 

8/13/08 6a-:25 :25 Taxes Corporate Taxes A new report from Congress  says 2/3 of U.S.  corporations did not pay any Federal income taxes from 1998 to 2005.    
The study by the government accountability office says more than 2/3 of foreign companies in the US didn’t pay taxes 
either. 
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8/13/08 6a-:25 :25 Public Safety WTC Security New York City will see greatly enhanced security as the World Trade Center is rebuilt.    According to a report 
published in the New York Times – the city’s Police Dept. plans to track every single vehicle that enters Manhattan. 

8/13/08 5a-:30, 6a-:40, 6p-:45, 9p-
:45, 10p-:45 
 

3:25 Olympics Oly Women’s 
Gymnastics  and  
Gymnastics 
Controversy 

The Women’s Gymnastics Team was on the line last night.    The battle for the gold came down to the U.S. and 
China.    Two slips cost the U.S. the gold but they still took second, grabbing the silver medal. 

8/13/08 6a-:15 :15 Olympics Oly Women’s 
Softball 

The American Women’s Softball Team has set a record of their own – most runs scored.    they played a great game 
and beat Venezuela 11 to 0. 

8/13/08 12n-:30, 4p-:35, 5p-:40, 6p-
:25, 9p-:35, 10p-:25 

2:45 Transportation/Traffic 
and Public Safety 

Colorado Blvd. and 
Barricade Situation 

CS Police are warning of a barricade situation along Colorado Blvd.    They say a man jumped bail and “holed” 
himself up in a vacant house. 

8/13/08 12n-:15, 5p-:15 :30 Government Cheney in CO Vice President Dick Cheney is in our state right now.   His plane landed not long ago at Buckley Air Force Base near 
Denver.    He is here for a fundraiser in Littleton. 

8/13/08 12n-:40 :40 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Rocky Mountain 
State Fair 

The Norris-Penrose Arena is getting ready for a BMX event and Demolition Derby – all part of the Rocky Mountain 
State Fair.     They will also have concerts, muttin’ bustin’, a circus and carnival rides. 

8/13/08 12n-:20 :20 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Puke and Snot If you’ve been to the Colorado Renaissance Festival, you know Puke and Snot.    The sharp-w3itted comedy duo has 
kept audiences entertained since the 1970’s.   But today we learn Joe Kudla who played Snot, has died. 

8/13/08 12n-:25 :25 Olympics Beijing BMX Bicycle Motor-Cross or BMX will make its Olympic debut.    Already it is attracting a lot of attention here at home. 

8/13/08 12n-:30 :30 Economy and Fuel Nitrogen  Tires Considering the cost of gas these days here’s an idea you may want to try.    Fill up your ties with nitrogen instead of 
air.     Depending on who you ask  - it could make a big difference.   More and more tire retailers are offering nitrogen 
to customers. 

8/13/08 12n-:25, 4p-:30 :55 Fuel and Economy Driving Less Meantime – the latest numbers show drivers just aren’t driving much anymore.     In the month of June, Americans 
drove far less than they did a  year ago. 

8/13/08 12n-:25, 5p-:25 :50 Airline Charges Baggage Fees U.S. soldiers setting off for war are paying extra baggage fees for all their gear!    The airlines have charged some as 
much as $100.00 for additional bags. 

8/13/08 12n-:20 :20 Fundraiser and 
Animal Welfare 

Car Wash Benefit A local business is giving away free car washes for a good cause.    Speedy Shine Express in CS is offering free car 
washes all week.   In return they’re asking customers for a donation to benefit the Pikes Peak Humane Society. 

8/13/08 4p-:30 :30 Politics DNC Speaker The keynote speaker for this month’s Democratic National Convention is officially announced.    Former Virginia 
Governor Mark Warner will deliver this year’s keynote address. 

8/13/08 4p-:45, 5p-1:45, 6p-:45, 9p-
:45, 10p-:30 

4:30 Election Cordova Butcher A primary race in Pueblo County is still too close to call.      Dorothy Butcher and John Cordova are competing for 
Pueblo County Commissioner. 

8/13/08 4p-:45, 5p-:20,  9p-1:45, 
10p-:20 

3:10 Public Safety Dem Office Shooting 
and Dem Chair Shot 

A suspect is dead after a shooting at the Democratic headquarters in Little Rock, Arkansas. 

8/13/08 4p-:20, 5p-:30, 9p-:25,  1:15 Animal Welfare Tiger Baby The Cheyenne Mountain Zoo is showing off new  pictures of its adorable baby Amur Tiger.   “Zoya” is eight weeks old 
and her name means “life.”    Zookeepers have been hand-raising her – after her mother stopped showing interest in 
the cub. 

8/13/08 5p-:30, 6p-:30, 9p-:25, 10p-
:30 

1:55 Public Safety Hanging Follow up Pueblo County Sheriff’s Deputies are still investigating the death of a 10 year old boy who died form what authorties 
are calling a hanging accident. 
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8/13/08 5p-:45, 6p-:45, 9p-:40, 10p-
:45 

2:55 Animal Welfare and 
Public Safety 

Bear Video A woman from Pueblo had a close encounter with a wild bear – and she caught it on tape. 

8/13/08 5p-:25 :25 Election Bruce Results Another race that got a lot of attention was for State Representative Doug Bruce’s  Seat.     The numbers show    - he 
won’t be returning to the State House next year. 

8/13/08 5p-:40, 6p-:50, 9p-:45, 10p-
:50 

3:05 Military Soldier Memorial A Ft. Carson soldier – a father – who lost his life in the line of duty, was remembered today on the Mountain Post.    
Chief Warrant Officer 3 Robert Hammet was killed in June from an explosion in Baghdad. 

8/13/08 5p-:35, 9p-:35 1:10 Education Free School Supplies An organization plans to give away “free” school supplies to 100 kids in Pueblo County.     The Business Independent 
Group is currently taking applications for its 3rd Annual School Supply Give-away. 

8/13/08 6p-2:10, 9p-:35, 10p-:35 3:20 Olympics Olympic Kids A lot of people are dealing with fatigue and loss of productivity these days and they’re blaming the Olympics.    When 
it’s on – they can’t stop watching.    

8/13/08 10p-2:10 2:10 WX and Safety and 
Property Damage 

Monument Flooding Residents in a northern El Paso County subdivision are outraged – because every time ti rains – they fear their dream 
homes are going to be washed away. 

8/13/08 10p-:45 :45 Public Safety Red Cross Vehicle The Red Cross unveiled a new emergency vehicle today in CS.   It’s called the emergency communications response 
vehicle. 

8/13/08 5p-:15, 9p-:15, 10--:15 :45 Government New Assistant City 
Manager 

Nancy Johnson has been named the new Assistant City Manger tonight in Colorado Springs. 

8/13/08 6p-1:15 1:15 Military and 
Rec/Arts and Sports 

Military Appreciation 
Day 

It’s Military Appreciation Day at the Sky Sox Stadium and thousands of military members and their families are getting 
to see tonight’s game for free. 

8/13/08 9p-2:00, 10p-:45 2:45 Crime and Public 
Safety 

Pueblo Gangs Law enforcement is cracking down on gangs and guns in Pueblo and Pueblo County.     They’ve made several 
arrests and seized dozens of weapons, including about 10 guns.      The Sheriff’s Office and Police Dept. teamed up 
about two months ago, and so far they say their work is making a difference.       

8/14/08 5a-:40, 6a-:55 1:35 Government New Assistant City 
Manager 

Nancy Johnson has been named the new Assistant City Manger tonight in Colorado Springs. 

8/14/08 5a-1:10, 6a-1:25, 12n-:20, 
4p-:45 

3:35 Public Safety Dem Chair Shot and 
Dem Chairman Killed 

A suspect is dead after a shooting at the Democratic headquarters in Little Rock, Arkansas. 

8/14/08 5a-1:30, 6a-:55, 12n-:35 3:00 Crime and Public 
Safety 

Pueblo Gangs Law enforcement is cracking down on gangs and guns in Pueblo and Pueblo County.     They’ve made several 
arrests and seized dozens of weapons, including about 10 guns.      The Sheriff’s Office and Police Dept. teamed up 
about two months ago, and so far they say their work is making a difference.       

8/14/08 5a-1:00, 6a-:30, 12n-:15 1:45 Rec/Arts and  Sports Sky Sox Check Members of our military were honored at Security Service Field last night.     There was a very generous donation 
given to an organization that helps support families of ft. Carson soldiers. 

8/14/08 5a-1:00, 12n-:25 1:25 Military Soldier Memorial A Ft. Carson soldier – a father – who lost his life in the line of duty, was remembered today on the Mountain Post.    
Chief Warrant Officer 3 Robert Hammet was killed in June from an explosion in Baghdad. 

8/14/08 5a-1:35 1:35 Military and 
Government 

Georgia and Bush Georgia’s Foreign Ministry says Russian troops have re-entered the city of Gori.    President Bush says the U.S. 
stands with Georgia in the conflict and sending a massive aid package. 

8/14/08 5a-:50 :50 Olympics Men’s Gymnastics All eyes were on the finals in the Men’s all around gymnastics competition last night.     But there were some 
disappointments.    After a surprising bronze medal finish in the team competition on Tuesday. 
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8/14/08 5a-:30, 6a-:50 1:20 Olympics Phelps and Phelps 
Moves On 

Michael Phelps advanced to the finals of the 200-meter individual medley last night, setting himself up to win his sixth 
gold medal in Beijing. 

8/14/08 5a-:30, 6a-:55 1:25 Education School Calendar More southern Colorado students return to school today.    Pueblo County District 70 which includes Pueblo West, is 
back in class today.    Also – Academy District 20 in northern CS. 

8/14/08 5a-1:00, 12n-:20 1:20 Education Free School Supplies An organization plans to give away “free” school supplies to 100 kids in Pueblo County.     The Business Independent 
Group is currently taking applications for its 3rd Annual School Supply Give-away. 

8/14/08 5a-1:00, 12n-:25 1:25 Animal Welfare and 
Public Safety 

Bear Video A woman from Pueblo had a close encounter with a wild bear – and she caught it on tape. 

8/14/08 5a-:25, 12n-:20 :45 Animal Welfare Tiger Baby The Cheyenne Mountain Zoo is showing off new  pictures of its adorable baby Amur Tiger.   “Zoya” is eight weeks old 
and her name means “life.”    Zookeepers have been hand-raising her – after her mother stopped showing interest in 
the cub. 

8/14/08 5a-:30 :30 Government 
Statistics 

Diverse US According to new government projections, white people will no longer make up a majority of Americans by 2042.   
Immigration and higher birth rates among minority residents, and an aging white population are helping diversify the 
U.S. 

8/14/08 5a-:30, 12n-:20, 4p-:15 :30 Olympics Olympics and 
Oly Medal Count 

In Beijing, the U.S. didn’t win any medals in the Gymnastics individual all-around last night.    But the dynamic duo 
volleyball team of Kerri Walsh and Misty May-Treanor are advancing to the medal round tomorrow.  China now lead 
with 35 medals and Team USA has 34 medals, including ten gold, and South Korea is now tied with Australia for 16 
medals. 

8/14/08 6a-::40 :40 Olympics Men’s All Around In Gymnastics – it was the Men’s all-around.     Alexander Artemev from Colorado was in it.    He looked great on the 
Pommel Horse – which is how he helped team get bronze earlier this week. 

8/14/08 6a-:45 :45 Olympics Beach Volleyball The dynamic duo in Beijing is the American Beach Volleyball team of Kerri Walsh and Misty May-Treanor.     They’ve 
never lost a set in Olympic competition. 

8/14/08 6a-1:00 1:00 Election Newsome Reax El Paso County District Attorney John Newsome is reacting to his loss to Dan May in Tuesday’s Primary. 

8/14/08 4p-:30, 5p-:30, 6p-:30, 9p-
2:00, 10p-:50 

4:20 Election Cordova Butcher The Pueblo County Elections Office is still trying to determine who won the Democratic Primary, for Coutny 
Commissioner.     Election Judges spent the day counting about 70 provisional ballots, in a sequestered building 
across form the Courthouse.    The contest is between incumbent Commissioner John Cordova, and fomer State 
Representative, Dorothy Butcher. 

8/14/08 6a-1:30, 12n-2:15, 4p-:40 4:25 WX and Public 
Safety 

Flooding and 
Monument Flooding 

Residents in a northern El Paso County subdivision are outraged.     Every time it rains –they fear their dream homes 
will be washed away. 

8/14/08 6a-:40 :40 Mortgages and 
Foreclosures 

Foreclosure Rates Foreclosure filings continue to rise, growing 8% last month.    That’s up 55% from July of last year. 

8/14/08 6a-:40, 12n-:45, 5p-:30 1:55 Airline Charges Military Baggage and 
AA Military Bags 

U.S. soldiers setting off for war are paying extra baggage fees for all their gear!    The airlines have charged some as 
much as $100.00 for additional bags. 

8/14/08 6a-:45, 4p-:45, 6p-:50, 9p-
:50, 10p-:25 

3:35 Military and 
Government 

U.S. and Georgia Secretary of State, Condoleeza Rice says Russia Can’t get away with aggressive action.     This as reports surface 
that Russia is still occupying Georgia following a ceasefire. 

8/14/08 6a-6:00, 12n-:45, 4p-:45, 
10p-:45 

8:15 Arts/Rec and 
Entertainment 

Shakespeare in the 
Woods and  
Shakespeare Fest 

The romantic writings of Shakespeare take center stage this summer in CS.     The new Theatreworks season opens 
this week and a duo of productions adapted form Shakespeare’s  “As  You Like It.” and the poem “Venus and 
Adonis.” 
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8/14/08 12n-:35, 4p-;25, 5p-:30, 6p-
:40, 9p-;25, 10p-:40 

3:25 Crime & Punishment Texas 7 Execution One of the notorious “Texas Seven” inmates – is scheduled to be executed today in Texas. 

8/14/08 12n-:20, 4p-::15, 5p-:15, 6p-
:25, 9p-;20, 10p-:25 

2:00 Politics McCain in Colorado 
and McCain in Aspen 

Just two weeks after his last Colorado visit, Presidential Candidate John McCain is back in our state today.     The 
Republican Senator will meet with Walter Isaacson at the Aspen Institute in Aspen.    Isaacson is the CEO of the 
institute. 

8/14/08 12n-:45 :45 Government Mike Rosen Conservative Commentator Mike Rosen was in our area to talk about the political divide in this country.    He was at 
the El Pomar Foundation’s Forum for Civic Advancement last night in CS.      

8/14/08 12n-:20, 4p-:20, 5p-:20 1:00 Obit Weil Obit Colorado’s Jack Weil who’s best known for designing famous western wear – has died.   He was believed to be the 
oldest CEO in the world. 

8/14/08 12n-:20 :20 Public Safety Another  SVP CS Police want you to know about a sexually violent predator living in the area.     James Robert Bergeron’s criminal 
history is lengthy – and it includes  attempted sexual assault on a child in Teller County. 

8/14/08 4p-;15, 12n-:15 :30 Public Safety Ft. Carson Fire 
Latest 

Crews are still battling a wildfire on Ft. Carson  that started on Tuesday. 

8/14/08 12n-:45 :45 Public Safety Red Cross Vehicle The Red Cross unveiled a new emergency vehicle today in CS.   It’s called the emergency communications response 
vehicle. 

8/14/08 5p-:45, 6p-1:45, 9p-:45, 10p-
:45 

4:00 Election Maketa May Reax The El Paso County Sheriff, and the newly elected District Attorney Dan May have some fence mending to do.      
Sheriff Terry Maketa was honorary campaign manager for incumbent DA John Newsome.    despite the outcome of 
the election, Maketa insists that the only thing that matters now is for each to do their respective jobs, and work 
together as the two agencies have in the past. 

8/14/08 4p-:25, 5p-:25 :50 Politics Clinton Ballot Hillary Clinton’s name will be placed on the nomination ballot at the upcoming democratic Convention later this month 
in Denver.   Negotiators form both the Barack Obama and Clinton Campaigns reached an agreement to do a 
traditional roll call with her name on the ballot. 

8/14/08 5p-:45, 6p-:45, 9p-:45 2:15 Government Bidlack Debate and 
Lamborn Bidlack 

The Democratic challenger for the 5th Congressional race is wasting no time throwing down the gauntlet against 
Republican incumbent Doug Lamborn. 

8/14/08 5p-2:15, 9p-:45, 10p-:55 3:55 Public Health Heath Dept. Initiative El Paso County voters can expect to see a November ballot initiative asking for a 1% sales tax increase to fund 
critical services in county law enforcement and public health.      

8/14/08 5p-1:30, 9p-1:30, 10p-:35 3:35 Olympics Local Olympic 
Wrestler 

It’s a dream come true for the athletes – the thrill of going to Beijing for the Olympics.   It’s the same for their family 
and friends who cheer them on.     The support behind local wrestler Henry Cejudo left for Beijing this morning. 

8/14/08 6p-:45, 9p-2:00, 10p-:20 3:05 WX and Public 
Safety 

Ramah Tornado A look tonight at some of the damage caused by yesterday’s wild weather in eastern El Paso County.     Witnesses 
saw a tornado on the ground in the area east of Ramah.    Pat Miller lives on a ranch nearby and while they were 
working on it when the tornado hit.   The wind knocked over a section of the wall.  It also picked up a 75 pound water 
tank and threw it over a hill. 

8/14/08 6p-:35, 9p-:35, 10p-:35 1:45 Politics Obama Tickets The Democratic National Convention is just a week and a half away now.    It will be held in Denver.     The Barack 
Obama Campaign has started contacting people who will receive tickets to see Obama’s acceptance speech, in his 
final night of the convention. 

8/14/08 6p-1:40, 9p-:45, 10p-:40 3:05 Skill Competition Cemetery 
Competition 

There’s an expectation of professionalism and respect at cemeteries.     The staff who maintain this dignity typically 
keep a low profile.     Today, however, cemetery workers from across the state gathered in CS for a cemetery skills 
competition. 

8/14/08 5p-:20, 9p-:25, 10p-:20 1:05 Public Health Pueblo West Nile Pueblo County Health Officials tonight confirm the first human case of West Nile Virus in the county.    A man is 
recovering – but they don’t know how or where he contracted it. 
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8/14/08 9p-:25 :25 Transit System Pueblo Buses High school students in the Pueblo City Schools District will no longer receive bus transportation.   Instead they will 
be offered free tokens to ride the city buses to and from high school starting this fall.   High fuel  prices are to blame 
for reducing the number of bus routes. 

8/14/08 10p-2:05 2:05 Rec/Arts and Sports CS Gymnasts At the summer games – more gold tonight for Michael Phelps.    And,  the female gymnasts begin their medal quest 
in the individual events.     But for one CS woman – tonight’s competition rings deep – Jaycie Phelps is  a champion 
gymnast – an Olympic Gold medalist.    Tonight it was  her friends competing in Beijing. 

8/14/08 10p-:25 :25 Rec/Arts and Sports Adam Wheeler Another local resident, Adam Wheeler, (of CS) has won bronze today for Greco Roman wrestling. 

8/14/08 10p-:35 :35 Crime & Punishment Jerome Grant Jeron Grantt accused in the deadly shooting of two CS teenagers 11 years ago will likely head back to prison.      
Grant – who was paroled in 2006 – was arrested again this past April on drug charges. 

8/15/08 5a-2:05, 6a-2;00, 12n-:35, 
4p-:35, 5p-1:45, 6p-2:00 9p-
1:30, 10p-:25 

10:55 Crime and Safety 7-11 Shooting One man is dead and another injured after a shooting at a 7-11 store in CS.   It happened at about 11 p.m. last night 
at the 7-11 off east Filmore.  Police say two men were shot inside the store. 

8/15/08 5a-:40, 6a-:40, 12n-:15 1:35 WX and Safety Security Flooding Parts of southern Colorado  were pounded with heavy rain and even some hail last night.    Several areas 
experienced some flooding too. 

8/15/08 5a-:40, 6a-:45, 12n-:25 1:50 Public Health Pueblo West Nile Pueblo County Health Officials tonight confirm the first human case of West Nile Virus in the county.    A man is 
recovering – but they don’t know how or where he contracted it. 

8/15/08 5a-:40, 6a-1:15 1:55 Olympics Oly Gymnastics It was quite an evening in Beijing.    Two of America’s top Olympic Gymnasts gave an unforgettable performance last 
night. 

8/15/08 5a-1:10, 6a-1:00 2:10 Olympics Oly Swimming In the Water Cub, Michael Phelps took his sixth gold in the 200-meter medley.   Phelps is six for six – six world 
records – six gold medals – just one shy of Mark Spitz’s record in one Olympic Games. 

8/15/08 5a-1:20 1:20 Olympics Local Olympic 
Wrestler 

It’s a dream come true for the athletes – the thrill of going to Beijing for the Olympics.   It’s the same for their family 
and friends who cheer them on.     The support behind local wrestler Henry Cejudo left for Beijing this morning. 

8/15/08 5a-:40, 6a-:40, 12n-:20 1:40 Rec/Arts and Sports Adam Wheeler Another local resident, Adam Wheeler, (of CS) has won bronze today for Greco Roman wrestling. 

8/15/08 5a-1:15 1:15 Olympics Tonight Olympics  Track and Field starts today with the world’s fastest man, 100 meter qualifying heat.    The women’s track and field 
10,000-meter gold medal final is also tonight.     Michael Phelps will compete for his seventh gold in the pool in the 
100-meter fly.    And Dana Torres will swim the 50-meter freestyle. 

8/15/08 5a-1:10, 6a-1:30, 12n-:40 3:20 Election Cordova Butcher The Pueblo County Elections Office has been trying to determine who won the Democratic Primary, for Coutny 
Commissioner.     Election Judges spent the day counting about 70 provisional ballots, in a sequestered building 
across form the Courthouse.    The contest is between incumbent Commissioner John Cordova, and fomer State 
Representative, Dorothy Butcher. 

8/15/08 5a-:50, 6a-:55, 12n-:15 2:00 Politics Obama Tickets The Democratic National Convention is just a week and a half away now.    It will be held in Denver.     The Barack 
Obama Campaign has started contacting people who will receive tickets to see Obama’s acceptance speech, in his 
final night of the convention. 

8/15/08 12n-:20, 5p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-
:30 

1:50 Politics Obama Closure If you commute to Denver – a stretch of I-25 will completely shut down when Barack Obama gives his acceptance 
speech at Invesco Field at Mile High. 

8/15/08 5a-:50 :50 Politics McCain in Colorado 
and McCain in Aspen 

Just two weeks after his last Colorado visit, Presidential Candidate John McCain is back in our state today.     The 
Republican Senator will meet with Walter Isaacson at the Aspen Institute in Aspen.    Isaacson is the CEO of the 
institute. 
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8/15/08 5a-1:15, 4p-:45, 6p-:30, 9p-
:30, 10p-:45 

3:45 Military and 
Government 

Georgia Russia and 
U.S. and Georgia 

Secretary of State, Condoleeza Rice says Russia Can’t get away with aggressive action.     This as reports surface 
that Russia is still occupying Georgia following a ceasefire. 

8/15/08 5a-:25, 6a-:20 :45 Energy & Economy Wind Turbine The winds of change are bowing for some college students in a new field.    Wind turbines are being added across 
the country at the rate of about ten a day. 

8/15/08 4p-:25, 5p-:30, 6p-:30, 9p-
:30, 10p-:30 

2:25 Government Sec of State Retally The Secretary of State’s Office has verified a re-tally of votes in Pueblo County’s Democratic Primary.     The State 
Deputy Director of Elections and a legal advisor oversaw the re-tally this morning –a t the election warehouse. 

8/15/08 5a-:15 :15 Politics Edwards An explanation is being offered for the $14,000 payment John Edwards political committee gave to his ex-mistress 
last year. 

8/15/08 5a-:30, 5p-:30, 9p-:25, 10p-
;20 

1:45 Airline Charges Military Baggage and 
AA Military Bags 

U.S. soldiers setting off for war are paying extra baggage fees for all their gear!    The airlines have charged some as 
much as $100.00 for additional bags. 

8/15/08 6a-:35 :35 Crime & Punishment Jeron Grant A man who spent time in jail for the deadly shooting of two CS teenagers over a decade ago – is now headed back to 
prison. 

8/15/08 6a-:40 :40 Crime & Punishment Osteen Not Guilty The wife of televanelist Joel Osteen will head back to church this Sunday – a vindicated woman.     A Texas jury 
found Victoria Osteen not guilty of assaulting a Continental Airlines Flight Attendant. 

8/15/08 6a-:25 :25 Olympics Oly Tennis There were some big surprises in the Beijing yesterday.    The USA’s James Blake upset the number one seeded 
tennis player in the word – Roger Federer. 

8/15/08 5a-:25, 6a-:25, 12n-:10, 4p-
:15 

1:15 Fuel and Economy Oil to Gas Some consumers are turning to natural gas to heat their homes this winter.   Natural gas providers say they’re seeing 
an increase in the number of people who want to convert to gas form heating oil. 

8/15/08 6a-:35 :35 Olympics Oly Track Crowds Track and Field competition starts today in Beijing – and it’s bringing out the crowds.    

8/15/08 12n-:45 :45 WX and Public 
Safety 

Ramah Tornado A look tonight at some of the damage caused by yesterday’s wild weather in eastern El Paso County.     Witnesses 
saw a tornado on the ground in the area east of Ramah.    Pat Miller lives on a ranch nearby and while they were 
working on it when the tornado hit.   The wind knocked over a section of the wall.  It also picked up a 75 pound water 
tank and threw it over a hill. 

8/15/08 12n-:20, 4p-:20 :40 Crime and Safety Apartment Invasion Police are  investigating a burglary that happened early this morning. 

8/15/08 12n-:20, 4p-:20 :40 Land Use Roan Plateau Groups for and against natural gas drilling on the Roan Plateau say they think Colorado lsot a lot of money.   
Yesterday energy companies bid for the right to drill on public land on top of the plateau.    About 50 developers 
placed bids.   In the end, it went for $114 million.    Colorado will get about half of that. 

8/15/08 12n-:20, 4p-:20, 6p-:20, 9p-
:20 

1:20 Military Pinon Canyon You have a chance to weigh in on the proposed Pinon Canyon Expansion.    Congress has received a report on the 
proposed expansion in the Pinon Canyon Army Training area – northeast of Trinidad.    

8/15/08 12n-:50 :50 Public Health Heath Dept. Initiative El Paso County voters can expect to see a November ballot initiative asking for a 1% sales tax increase to fund 
critical services in county law enforcement and public health.      

8/15/08 12n-;45 :45 Election Maketa May Reax The El Paso County Sheriff, and the newly elected District Attorney Dan May have some fence mending to do.      
Sheriff Terry Maketa was honorary campaign manager for incumbent DA John Newsome.    despite the outcome of 
the election, Maketa insists that the only thing that matters now is for each to do their respective jobs, and work 
together as the two agencies have in the past. 
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8/15/08 12n-:25 :25 Olympics Oly Medal Count The U.s. is back on top!    They now have 46 medals, including 14 gold medals.   China is number two with 41 
medals.    And Australia is third with 20.     

8/15/08 12n-:20 :20 Holiday Season Red Kettles It may be August, but it sounds like  Christmas in Wisconsin.     The Salvation Army put out their Red Kettles early 
this yar.     They say it’s because they’re behind on donations by $100,000 – they blame the weak economy. 

8/15/08 12n-1:40 1:40 Skill Competition Cemetery 
Competition 

There’s an expectation of professionalism and respect at cemeteries.     The staff who maintain this dignity typically 
keep a low profile.     Today, however, cemetery workers from across the state gathered in CS for a cemetery skills 
competition. 

8/15/08 12n-1:00, 4p-:45, 5p-:30, 6p-
:55, 9p-:45, 10p-:30 

4:25 Animal Welfare Tiger Cub The Cheyenne Mountain Zoo is showing off new  pictures of its adorable baby Amur Tiger.   “Zoya” is eight weeks old 
and her name means “life.”    Zookeepers have been hand-raising her – after her mother stopped showing interest in 
the cub. 

8/15/08 4p-:25 :25 Military Poland Deal A top Russian General says Poland’s agreement to accept a U.S. Missile Interceptor Base – makes the nation open 
to attack.    The U.S. says the missile defense system is aimed at blocking attacks by rogue nations, but Russia 
believes the system is designed to block Moscow’s missile force. 

8/15/08 4p-:20 :20 Traffic and Safety Convention Traffic A section of I-25 will be shut down the night Barack Obama will give his acceptance Speech.    The reason – it runs 
near Invesco Field. 

8/15/08 4p-:25, 5p-:20, 6p-:25 1:10 Education Pueblo Start Time Some students at Pueblo City Schools will have to adjust their schedules for the upcoming school year.     The District 
has gotten rid of late Wednesday starts for middle and high school students. 

8/15/08 4p-:25 :25 Airlines/Travel British Airways Travelers riding on American Airlines may have a few more travel options. 

8/15/08 4p-:25 :25 Environment Green Ambulance Denver Health Medical Center is hoping to soon have the world’s first solar-powered “green” ambulance.   It’s being 
assembled now at the University of Denver. 

8/15/08 5p-:20, 9p-:25, 10p-:35 1:20 Public Health Penrose Closing After 30 years in the Village 7 Neighborhood of CS, Penrose Community Hospital is closing its doors.     The closure 
goes into effect tomorrow morning at 7 a.m.   That includes the emergency room.   At the same time, the new $207 
million St. Francis Medical Center will o pen its doors.     That’s on the corner of Woodmen and Powers Boulevard. 

8/15/08 5p-;20, 6p-:45, 9p-:35, 10p-
:20 

2:00 Traffic and Safety Cimarron Bridge 
Update 

The Cimarron Bridge in CS was scheduled to be completely finished by the end of this month.     But that’s not going 
to happen.     

8/15/08 5p-:50 :50 Business Small Business 
Make-over 

This was no ordinary makeover – 15 volunteers spent the afternoon in a coffee shop on East Fillmore with hammers 
and  paint brushes.    With customers looking on – the re-tiled the bathroom – created new curtains and are re-doing 
the back office. 

8/15/08 6p-2:00, 9p-:45, 10p-1:50 4:35 WX and Safety Wild Weather It doesn’t feel like August out there – but in the mountains – snow is dusting the ground.    But the cooler can’t 
compete with the furious storms that brought lightning, hail and flooding to parts of southern Colorado last ngiht. 

8/15/08 6p-:30, 9p-:30 1:00 Fundraiser TESSA Fundraiser 
Preview 

TESSA will be holding its big fundraiser tomorrow night despite the weather.    They have several  big tents to keep 
everyone dry.   Pasta in the Park will take place at the Myron Stratton Campus starting at 5:30.    Tickets are still 
available.   There will be pasta, wine and live music. 

8/15/08 6p-:50, 10p-:50 1:40 Power Outage 5-Year Blackout 
Anniversary 

Five years ago this week, forty million people across Canada and the eastern United States were suddenly without 
power.   It was the biggest blackout in North American history, and it all started in Ohio where trees interfered with 
power lines, and the problems spread to other utilities. 

8/15/08 6p-:45, 9p-2:00, 10p-:45 3:30 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

State Fair Preview The Colorado State Fair is going to start up in just one week.    And organizers are hoping this wild weather clears up 
in time.   Workers were setting up the carnival rides under gray skies today. 

8/15/08 6p-;40, 9p-;40 1:20 Fuel and Energy 
Saving 

Winterize Your Home If you have been thinking about winterizing your home – with the colder than average temperatures this weekend – It 
can be costly – but CS Utilities customers are eligible for hundreds of dollars in rebates and they will even send 
someone over to help. 
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8/15/08 9p-2:00 2:00 Animal Health and 
Welfare 

Dogs Donate Blood Humans aren’t the only ones to donate blood.    Dogs do as well.    One type of dog in particular is making a 
difference for Canine Companions across Colorado. 

8/15/08 10p-1:15 1:15 Olympics Phelps Wins Michael Phelps ties Mark Spitz for the most gold medals at a single Olympics – and what a race it was! 

8/15/08 10p-2:00 2:00 Public Safety Jayson Nix Injury A major blow to the U.S. Baseball Team and a familiar face to southern Colorado baseball fans.     A terrible accident 
involving in-fielder, Jayson Nix who plays for the Sky Sox. 

8/15/08 10p-:20 :20 Government Musharraf It looks like the leader of one of the key U.S. allies in the Middle East, is going to be forced from power.    Reports 
tonight that talks are underway in Pakistan that could lead to the resignation of President Pervez Musharraf. 

8/16/08 5:30p-1;45, 9p-1:00, 10p-
2:15 

5:00 WX and Safety Woodmen Road 
Flooded 

The trouble is on east Woodmen.   Police shut id down form Black Forest to Marksheffel.    It’s been closed all day 
and  city engineers say it will stay closed until at least tomorrow afternoon. 

8/16/08 5:30p-2:00, 9p-2:10 4:10 WX and Safety Car Flooding Those heavy rains left a lot of water on the roads and that can mean dangerous driving conditions. 

8/16/08 5:30p-:50, 9p-:50, 10p-:45 2:25 Rec/Arts and Sports Pikes  peak Ascent This weather was dangerous for the Pikes Peak Ascent.   Runners faced bitter temperatures, freezing  rain and 
lightning.    There were also reports of ice forming on the trails, causing some to slip and fall. 

8/16/08 5:30p-:15, 9p-:15 :30 WX and Safety TS Fay The severe weather story in the Atlantic is a deadly one.    Tropical Storm Fay slammed into the Dominican Republic 
today, killing at least two people.     Forecasters warn, the storm could bring hurricane-force winds to the Forida Keys 
as soon as Monday. 

8/16/08 5:30p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:55 2:25 Politics Udall Shaffer Debate Senate Candidates are squaring off tonight in CS.    Democrat Mark Udall – Republican Bob Schaffer and Green 
Party Candidate Bob Kinsey are debating at the Sacred Heart Church. 

8/16/08 5:30p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:15 Public Health St. Francis Opens As of this morning, the new St. Francis Medical Center is open for business. 

8/16/08 5:30p-:35, 9p-:35 1:10 Health/Safety E-Waste Thos old computer  monitors and TV sets contain a lot more toxins than you might  think.  That’s why there was an 
“E-Waste” collection at the Rawlings Library in Pueblo Today.   

8/16/08 9p-2:15 2:15 Myths Bigfoot Wrap Two Georgia men claim they’ve bagged the legendary “Bigfoot” but they’re having a difficult time convincing even the 
experts. 

8/16/08 9p-:45 :45 Health/Safety Rabies A warning tonight – State Health Officials confirm the rabies virus is in several eastern Colorado counties.    It’s 
primarily in skunks and bats. 

8/16/08 9p-2:15 2:15 Public Health Heart Wrap Five million Americans suffer from heart failure, and an estimated 150,000 could benefit from advanced treatments 
such as heart pumps or transplants. 

8/16/08 10p-:20 :20 Health/Safety Rye Treatment Plant It’s been more than three months since people I Rye were first ordered to boil their water.    And the weather is 
adding to those problems.    heavy rain forced the town’s water treatment plant to shut down yesterday. 

8/16/08 10p-:30 :30 Politics DNC Secret Jail The Democratic Convention is a little more than a week away and police say they’re ready for protestors who get out 
of hand.   but protesters who shoed up at the Convention site today, say police are going to the extreme.    They 
claim there’s a secret jail near the dept. just for the DNC. 

8/16/08 10p-:25 :25 Politics Obama McCain 
Together 

In California today Senators John McCain and Barack Obama met briefly on stage, curing a two-hour forum on Faith.   
It was hosted by a church in Orange County, California. 
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8/17/08 5:30p-1:30, 9p-:30, 10p-:30 2:30 WX and Safety Woodmen Closure 
Update 

Traffic is now moving along a stretch of Woodmen Road northeast of CS after it was closed for much of the weekend 
because of heavy rain, and flash flooding. 

8/17/08 5:30p-:40, 9p-:35, 10p-:35 1:50 WX and Safety TS Fay The Governor of Florida has already declared  a state of emergency and has ordered all visitors out of Key West, as 
Tropical Storm Fay, churns across Cuba headed for the Florida Coast. 

8/17/08 5:30p-:45, 9p-:35, 10p-:35 1:55 Health/Safety West Nile Death There is word tonight that an Associate Professor at CSU Pueblo may have died, form complications form West Nile 
Virus. 

8/17/08 5:30p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:30 Health/Safety West Nile Puddles Just Thursday, the Pueblo County Health Dept. confirmed the first human case of West Nile Virus, but that person’s 
recovering.    That same day officials confirmed that mosquitoes tested positive for the virus. 

8/17/08 5:30p-:45 :45 Health/Safety Rabies  Warning A warning tonight – State Health Officials confirm the rabies virus is in several eastern Colorado counties.    It’s 
primarily in skunks and bats. 

8/17/08 5:30p-:25, 10p-2:15 2:40 Public Safety Plane Found Search teams in Summit County are headed toward the wreckage of a small plane that went missingFriday, carrying 
a family from Texas. 

8/17/08 5:30p-2:00, 9p-1:35, 10p-
1:35 

5:10 Politics DNC Tickets About 80,000 Coloradoans requested tickets to see Barack Obama’s Acceptance Speech at the Democratic National 
Convention.    And some of them now have their tickets in hand.    

8/17/08 5:30p-:45, 9p-:45 1:30 Education and Crime Back to School 
Thefts 

It’s back to school soon for many students and law enforcement with a reminder to keep a close eye on all your stuff.   
Insurance agents have identified the top five things stolen form high school and college students.    They’re usually 
high-dollar and easy to grab. 

8/17/08 5:30p-:35, 9p-:30 1:05 Education CSU Pueblo Rooms CSU Pueblo is booking hotel rooms to make room for its students.    Enrollment is projected to rise 10 to 15% this fall 
with 60% more Freshmen this year than last year. 

8/17/08 5:30p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:15 Rec/Arts and Sports Pikes Peak Marathon After yesterday’s soggy weather – mother nature was a little more cooperative today for the Pikes Peak Marathon. 

8/17/08 5:30p-:30 :30 Ranching Cattle Drive When a high way closes you’d think car accidents, floods or heavy snow would be to blame.    But Cattle?    That was 
the case on Highway 24 – east of CS this morning.    Traffic came to a halt briefly to make way for dozens fo cows. 

8/17/08 9p-:30, 10p-:40 1:10 WX and Safety Grand Canyon Flood An emergency evacuation is underway in northern Arizona tonight as heavy rain, and flash flooding have caused an 
earthen dam to give way. 

8/17/08 9p-:30, 10p-2:15 2:45 Public Safety Plane Found Search teams in Summit County are headed toward the wreckage of a small plane that went missingFriday, carrying 
a family from Texas. 

8/17/08 9p-2:15, 10p-2:25 4:40 Military Georgian President Defense Sec. Robert Gates says the U.S. will be forced to reevaluate its future relations with Russia after the 
country’s invasion of Georgia.     Russia has agreed to a cease fire and to give back seized territory and begin pulling 
out its troops but leaders won’t say when. 

8/17/08 9p-:35, 10p-:35 1:10 Military Cripple Creek 
Military Day 

Despite this weekend’s cold weather, thousands showed up for the annual “Cripple Creek Honors America’s Armed 
Forces event. 

8/18/08 5a-1:30, 6a-1:20, 4p-:45, 5p-
:30, 6p-:45, 9p-:25, 10p-1:10 

6:25 WX and Public 
Safety 

Topical Fay Tropical Storm Fay is heading toward Florida and could arrive with hurricane strength today. 

8/18/08 5a-1:05, 6a-1;10, 10p-:25 2:40 WX and Public 
Safety 

Grand Canyon Flood 
and Grand Canyon 
Evacuees 

An emergency evacuation is underway in northern Arizona tonight as heavy rain, and flash flooding have caused an 
earthen dam to give way. 
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8/18/08 5a-:45, 6a-1:20, 12n-:35 2:40 Health and Safety West Nile Puddles Just Thursday, the Pueblo County Health Dept. confirmed the first human case of West Nile Virus, but that person’s 
recovering.    That same day officials confirmed that mosquitoes tested positive for the virus. 

8/18/08 5p-:30, 9p-:20, 10p-:25 1:15 Health and Safety West Nile Death 
Latest 

The Pueblo County Health Dept is now investigating the death of an Associate  Professor at CSU Pueblo.    This after 
his family came forward suspecting the West Nile Virus played a role. 

8/18/08 5a-:45, 6a-1:30 2:15 Health & Safety Rabies Warning Rabies is also proving to be a problem this summer.     State health officials confirmed the rabies virus in several 
counties in south eastern Colorado.    It’s mostly found in skunks and bats. 

8/18/08 5a-1;10, 6a-1:05, 12n-:30 2:45 Public Safety Plane Found Search teams in Summit County are headed toward the wreckage of a small plane that went missing Friday, carrying 
a family from Texas. 

8/18/08 5a-1:20, 6a-2:25, 12n-:35, 
4p-:25 

4:45 Politics DNC Tickets About 80,000 Coloradoans requested tickets to see Barack Obama’s Acceptance Speech at the Democratic National 
Convention.    And some of them now have their tickets in hand.    

8/18/08 5p-2:00, 9p-2:00, 10p-:45 4:45 Politics DNC Protesters One week form tonight the Democratic National Convention begins in Denver and already protest groups are lining u  
to have their say in the national spotlight.    That includes several groups from southern Colorado. 

8/18/08 5a-:50, 6a-1:00 1:50 Olympics Women’s Gym Indiv We are now entering the second week of competition in the Olympic Games.    American Shawn Johnson had the top 
spot in the Gymnastics Apparatus final last night until the last competitor performed.     

8/18/08 5a-:50 :50 Olympics Women’s 100-Meter 
Dash 

Jamaica swept the women’s 100 meter dash last night at the Olympic Games – taking home all three meals. 

8/18/08 5a-1:10, 6a-:15 1:25 Olympics Phelps Michael Phelps did something no other Olympian has ever done.   He has now claimed eight gold medals at a single 
Olympic Games. 

8/18/08 6a-:30 :30 Olympics Oly Track American sprinters aren’t doing as well as hoped at the Olympics.   In the women’s 100-meter, the title for the World’s 
Fastest Woman goes to Jamaica’s Shelley Ann Frasier.   Her teammates take two silvers in a tie for second. 

8/18/08 5a-:30, 6a-:30, 4p-:45, 5p-
:45, 10p-:25 

2:55 Education School Calendar and 
Dist 11 Starts 

More kids are back in school today.    District 11 in CS Cheyenne Mountain District 12 and District 3 in Widefield are 
back today.    In Canon City Classes begin in RE 1. 

8/18/08 5a-1:20, 12n-:45, 4p-:45 2:50 Government Inauguration Girl A local high school student has been invited to the Presidential Inauguration in January.    14 Year old Chelsey 
Vollendorff of Falcon High School was nominated by a teacher for all her hard work.   

8/18/08 5a-:15 :15 Military Afghan Bombers Nine Afghan laborers waiting to get inside a U.S. military base have been killed by a suicide bomber in Afghanistan 
today.     

8/18/08 5a-:35 :35 Public Safety College Suicide A survey of 26,000 college students finds more than “half” have considered suicide. 

8/18/08 5a-:25 :25 Health and Safety Antibiotics  Reaction The Centers for Disease Control says bad reactions to commonly “prescribed” antibiotics cause more than 140,000 
emergency room visits a year. 

8/18/08 5a-:25 :25 Health and Safety Stress Allergies Are you having a stressful morning?   Researchers at Ohio State University found stressful experiences increase 
allergy symptoms – making them linger until the next day. 

8/18/08 5a-2:30, 6a-4:45, 12n-:50, 
4p-:40, 6p-:45, 9p-:45 

10:15 Public Health Hospital Changes 
(Andy Koen,  live) 

The new St. Francis Medical Center is now open in CS.    So now the Penrose Community Hospital  takes on a new 
name ad a new mission.        
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8/18/08 5a-:45, 6a-:55, 12n-:25, 4p-
:25, 5p-:20, 6p-:25, 10p-:25 

3:40 Government Pakistan President 
and Musharraf 
Resigns 
  

Pakistaini President Pervez Musharraf is resigning to avoid an impeachment battle.    Musharraf says he leaves 
knowing whatever he has done “was for the people and for the country.” 

8/18/08 12n-:20 :20 Public Safety Plane Dangles A plane in Germany got into a mess yesterday – when it got tangled up in some power lines.    It was trying to land 
when it got tangled.    It dangled upside down for more than two hours and the pilot and passengers had to wait until 
cherry pickers were brought in to get them down. 

8/18/08 12n-1:45, 4p-:35, 5p-:25, 6p-
:25, 10p-:25 

3:35 Military Georgia Troops Russia says it’s beginning to pull its troops out of the country of Georgia today.     

8/18/08 12n-:45 :45 Politics McCain Today  On the campaign trail – Republican Presidential Candidate John McCain is stumping for votes in Florida today. 

8/18/08 12n-:40 :40 Politics Obama Latest Senator Obama is back on the campaign trail – after his week-long vacation in Hawaii.    He visited Nevada yesterday 
– and is in New Mexico today.       

8/18/08 12n-:30 :30 Military Cripple Creek 
Military Day 

Thousands of  people gathered to honor members of our military – in Cripple Creek over the weekend. 

8/18/08 12n-:25, 4p-:20, 5p-:45, 9p-
:45, 10p-:45 

3:00 Animal Welfare and 
Public Safety 

Saltcreek Bear A bear who climbed a tree in a Pueblo County neighborhood last night stayed there for twelve hours.   He had to be 
tranquilized by the Division of Wildlife this morning. 

8/18/08 6a-:30, 12n-:30 1:00 Rec/Arts and Sports Pikes Peak Marathon This weekend’s wet weather didn’t stop people from heading outside for the Pikes Peak Marathon.     

8/18/08 4p-:25, 6p-2:00, 9p-1:50, 
10p-:50 

5:05 Public Safety CU Guns and 
UCCS Concealed 
Weapons 

A group is petitioning the CU Regents to allow students with a concealed weapons permit to carry a firearm on 
campus.    Their reason – self defense.   

8/18/08 4p-:25 :25 Education and 
Consumers 

School Costs Today is the first day back to school for many students across southern Colorado and the tough economic times 
could affect your kids in the classroom. 

8/18/08 5p-1:30, 6p-2:00, 9p-1:30, 
10p-:50 

5:50 WX and Public 
Safety 

Flooding Problems The latest on this weekend’s flooding in Colorado Springs – at least one major road was closed and several homes – 
filled with water.   But one of those homeowners isn’t blaming the rain for the damage, but the county. 

8/18/08 5p-1:30, 6p-2:00, 9p-:45, 
10p-:45 

5:00 WX and Agriculture Farms and Flooding All this rain has been hard on some of our “fruit”  and vegetable farmers in the region.    Farmers tell us some 
vegetable and melon fields turned into lakes over the weekend, much of that produce was ready to be picked.    

8/18/08 5p-:25, 6p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-
:25 

2:20 Crime & Safety Drug Bust Pueblo County Sheriff’s Deputies arrested two men for allegedly “running” a drug operation between CS and Pueblo. 

8/18/08 5p-:20, 9p-:20 :40 Health &  Safety Head Injuries  High School football games begin as early as this week.    Before the first kick-off – a Pueblo doctor is presenting 
information on head injuries and concussions – that happen during athletic events. 

8/18/08 5p-:25 :25 Public Health Health Meetings More than 80 meetings on healthcare costs will happen around Colorado between now and the end of the month.    
Several groups are sponsoring the meetings.    They’re designed to figure out how much low and middle income 
families can afford for healthcare. 

8/18/08 6p-:45, 9p-:45 1:30 Public Assistance Old Marion House Work begins this week on a new homeless services facility that serves CS.     The Marion House staff is looking 
forward to what the new building will bring to the community – good memories linger with the old place. 
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8/18/08 6p-:25 :25 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

FAC New Director The CS Fine Arts Center has hired a new director.     Sam Gappmayer comes to CS from the Sun Valley Center for 
the Arts in Idaho.    He will replace interim Director Shawn Raintree.    Gappmayer takes over in early October. 

8/18/08 6p-:45, 9p-:45 1:30 Public Assistance Sewing Machines A CS teacher and her husband are back home after a summer trip to Africa, to help women in Refugee Camps there.   
Linda Todd and her husband, Steven and their mission to bring sewing machines to the Refugee camps.     The 
Todd’s raised enough money to purchase a dozen hand  powered sewing machines before leaving for Tanzania in 
June. 

8/18/08 10p-:25 :25 Rec/Arts and Sports Kite Surfing Here’s what “not to do” in tropical storm winds – a guy was kit surfing along a  beach in Miami – and the strong winds 
tossed him around like a paper napkin.  He ended up hitting a nearby high-rise, and his injuries are said to be very 
serious. 

8/18/08 10p-2:15 2:15 Land Use Forest Service Deal Debate continues on how to preserve national forest land in Colorado and this evening the National Forest Service 
stated a series of information open houses on the most recent proposals  for new “roadless rules” in Colorado’s 
national forests. 

8/18/08 10p-:25 :25 Politics VP Picks There’s lots of speculation about the number two spot on both the Democratic and Republican Party tickets.    And 
names being are tossed around – but as always – it’s a closely guarded secret. 

8/18/08 10p-:45 :45 Education/Safety CSU Branding More students are attending CSU Pueblo.    This year – enrollments up about 17% but the university would like to 
attract even more students.      

8/19/08 5a-1:35, 6p-1:25, 12n-:25, 
4p-2:00, 6p-:20, 9p-:25, 10p-
:25 

6:35 WX and Public 
Safety 

Fay Update and  
TS Fay Landfall 

A hurricane warning (for Tropical Storm Fay) has been lifted in southwest Florida – now that the storm has made 
landfall in Cape Romano – about 20 miles south of Naples.     Sustained winds are still near 60 miles per hour, and a 
tropical storm warning remains in effect. 

8/19/08 5a-1:40 1:40 Land Use Forest Service Deal Debate continues on how to preserve national forest land in Colorado and this evening the National Forest Service 
stated a series of information open houses on the most recent proposals  for new “roadless rules” in Colorado’s 
national forests. 

8/19/08 5a-1:00, 6a-1:05, 12n-:15 2:20 Crime & Safety Drug Bust Pueblo County Sheriff’s Deputies arrested two men for allegedly “running” a drug operation between CS and Pueblo. 

8/19/08 5a-1:40, 6a-:55 2:35 Public Safety CU Guns and 
UCCS Concealed 
Weapons 

A group is petitioning the CU Regents to allow students with a concealed weapons permit to carry a firearm on 
campus.    Their reason – self defense.   

8/19/08 5a-1:20 1:20 Politics DNC Protesters One week form tonight the Democratic National Convention begins in Denver and already protest groups are lining u  
to have their say in the national spotlight.    That includes several groups from southern Colorado. 

8/19/08 5a-:35, 6a-1:00, 12n-:35 2:10 Politics VP Picks There’s lots of speculation about the number two spot on both the Democratic and Republican Party tickets.    And 
names being are tossed around – but as always – it’s a closely guarded secret. 

8/19/08 5a-:50, 6a-1:30 2:20 Olympics Gymnastics There was a lot of controversy in the Women’s Gymnastics uneven bars last night.    All-around champ Nastia Liukin 
and China’s He Kexin tied in their routine.  

8/19/08 5a-:40, 6a-:30 1:10 Olympics Track The U.S. Swept the board – in the men’s 400-meter final.     Angelo Taylor, the 2000 gold medalist, breezed to victory 
and it was a “1, 2, 3” 

8/19/08 5a-:45, 6a-:15 1:00 Olympics Discus American Stephanie Brown Tafton threw a personal best in the discus competition, and won the gold.   It’s America’s 
first discus gold since 1932. 

8/19/08 5a-1:30, 6a-:35, 12n-:45 2:50 Animal Welfare and 
Public Safety 

Saltcreek Bear A bear who climbed a tree in a Pueblo County neighborhood last night stayed there for twelve hours.   He had to be 
tranquilized by the Division of Wildlife this morning. 
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8/19/08 5a-:30, 6a-:15 :45 Military Afghan Bombers Nine Afghan laborers waiting to get inside a U.S. military base have been killed by a suicide bomber in Afghanistan 
today.     

8/19/08 5a-:20 :20 WX and Public 
Safety 

Grand Canyon Flood 
and Grand Canyon 
Evacuees 

An emergency evacuation is underway in northern Arizona tonight as heavy rain, and flash flooding have caused an 
earthen dam to give way. 

8/19/08 12n-:20 :20 Public Safety and 
Rescue 

Grand Canyon 
Search 

In the Grand Canyon, rescue crews are searching for people who are trapped by flood waters.     Crews flew to the 
area yesterday and evacuated residents near a dam that broke because of heavy rains.   More than 250 people have 
evacuated form the area, but crews say at least 11 hikers are still missing. 

8/19/08 5a-:20, 6a-:35, 12n-:10 1:05 Health & Safety West Nile Virus Swelling of the brain and paralysis have been linked to victims of the West Nile Virus.    But new research indicates 
patients normally have a good long-term diagnosis. 

8/19/08 6a-1:05, 12n-:45, 4p-:45, 6p-
:35 

3:10 Public Safety Drinking Age 100 university presidents are asking lawmakers to lower the drinking age from 21 to 18.     They say current laws 
encourage binge drinking on campus. 

8/19/08 5a-:20, 6a-:20, 12n-:20 1:00 Economy & Fuel Texas Oil Business is booming around Midland-Odessa Texas, as the latest oil rush continues.     20% of America’s oil is 
produced in that area, and the spike in prices is good news for the Texas economy. 

8/19/08 6a-:15, 12n-:15 :30 Auto Makers GM Employee Price General Motors is offering employee pricing to customers to try to move more vehicles.     Typically employee 
discounts are 10% below the sticker price but they can vary. 

8/19/08 6a-:55 :55 Public Safety Reno Fire Reno, Nevada is the latest area in the western U.S.  to face wildfires.    A residential area in north Reno has been  
evacuated. 

8/19/08 5a-2:30, 6a-5:10, 5p-:45, 9p-
:45 

9:10 Education Virtual School Rather than getting on a bus – this back to school season for some kids means getting online.    The students are 
part of the Connections Academy   “Virtual School” Program. 

8/19/08 12n-:45 :45 WX and Agriculture Farms and Flooding All this rain has been hard on some of our “fruit”  and vegetable farmers in the region.    Farmers tell us some 
vegetable and melon fields turned into lakes over the weekend, much of that produce was ready to be picked.    

8/19/08 12n-:15 :15 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

FAC New Director The CS Fine Arts Center has hired a new director.     Sam Gappmayer comes to CS from the Sun Valley Center for 
the Arts in Idaho.    He will replace interim Director Shawn Raintree.    Gappmayer takes over in early October. 

8/19/08 12n-:45 :45 Education/Safety CSU Branding More students are attending CSU Pueblo.    This year – enrollments up about 17% but the university would like to 
attract even more students.      

8/19/08 12n-:2:15 2:15 Olympics Olympics Lopez In Beijing this week , competition is about to kick into high gear with Taekwondo.    And a group you are sure to hear 
a lot about is a trio of siblings known as the “First Family” of Taekwondo.  

8/19/08 12n-:15 :15 Olympics Local Olympic 
Wrestler 

A CS wrestler struck gold in the Beijing Olympics struck gold in the Beijing Olympics.  Henry Cejudo took the top spot 
in the 55-Kilo Class competition yesterday – adding to the U.S. gold medal count. 

8/19/08 12n-:45, 4p-:45, 5p-:25, 6p-
:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 

3:10 Remembrance Billy Pines Death Flags are flying at half staff at Pueblo Fire Stations today to remember a firefighter who lost his battle with colon 
cancer.   Badges are also shrouded in honor of Billy Pine – who died today.     The 29 year old spent his last five 
years with the Dept. 

8/19/08 12n-:25 :25 Public Safety Ambulance Fatal Ax At least one person is dead and three others are hurt after an ambulance and car crashed into each other 

8/19/08 4p-:20, 5p-:45, 6p-:40, 9p-
:45, 10p-2:10 

4:40 Public Safety Blodget Park and 
Snake Bite Rescue 

A good dozen rescue workers are on Blodget peak on the north west side of CS.     They are trying to bring in a 20 
year old man who says he was bitten by a rattle snake.    At this point, the victim is conscious – but the rescue is 
difficult because of the terrain. 
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8/19/08 4p-:25, 5p-:25, 6p-:30, 9p-
:30, 10p-:30 

2:20 Crime & Safety Bogard Death Court A preliminary hearing got underway today in the murder case of a 4-year old girl.      The girl’s mother – Chrystie 
Hardy and her boyfriend Mark Friend were charged with murder after emergency personnel found Madyson Bogard 
unresponsive last January, She later died at a local hospital. 

8/19/08 4p-:25 :25 Military Georgia Latest The latest on the Russian-Georgian conflict – Russian troops reportedly took a group of Georgian soldiers “prisoner” 
at a key Black Sea port in western Georgia 

8/19/08 4p-:20, 5p-:45 1:05 Energy, Economy 
and Environment 

New Solar Array and 
D2E Solar Exhibit 

DIA is going green.    Denver’s Airport dedicated a new solar power system this morning.   It’s touted as generating 
more than 3 million kilowatt hours of electricity a year.     The City of Denver says that will reduce carbon emissions 
by more than 6 million pounds a year.   

8/19/08 4p-:20 :20 Organics Organic Food Costs If you shop organic – no doubt you’ve noticed it’s costing you more.    And those high costs are eating away at the 
industry’s growth rate. 

8/19/08 4p-:20 :20 Education College Costs If the college student in your family has a really tight budget    If they haven’t bought their class text books yet – tell 
them to get to the campus bookstore early – so they can buy used, cheaper copies.    Also compare the prices at the 
store and online.  You could find a better deal. 

8/19/08 4p-:30 :30 Public Health Arsenic Diabetes A new study finds exposure to large amounts of inorganic arsenic – which is found in some drinking water – has been 
associated with diabetes. 

8/19/08 5p-2:15, 9p-2:0010p-:55 5:10 Government Amethyst Initiative A very controversial proposal that is supported by the Presidents from 100 universities in the U.S. including Colorado 
College.     They want the legal drinking age dropped from 21 to 18.   They say current law unintentionally 
encourages binge drinking. 

8/19/08 5p-:25, 6p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-
:25 

1:40 Crime & Punishment Sayesva Sentence A Pueblo woman is headed to prison for her role in the murder of her estranged husband.     42 year old Christine 
Sayesva has been sentenced to six years in prison, for an accessory to murder charge. 

8/19/08 6p-:25,  9p-:5, 10p-:25 1:15 Crime & Punishment Funderburg Mistrial A second mistrial has been declared in the case of a CS man – charged with murdering his ex-girlfriend. 

8/19/08 6p-:40, 9p-:40, 10p-:25 1:45 Public Safety MADD Cop Fight A “Mother’s Against Drunk Driving meeting turned violent last night after  man assaults a police officer. 

8/19/08 6p-2:00, 9p-1:35, 10p-1:35 5:10 Olympics Coronoda Godl 
Medalist 

A local Olympian – Henry Cejudo wrestled this morning and many watched online, but of course you can catch it all 
tonight on NBC.  

8/19/08 10p-1:00 1:00 Olympics Cejudo Highlights He’s been a champ in the wrestling circuit for years and now the Coronado graduate gets gold.     I think you can call 
Henry Cejudo a wrestling prodigy,  reports Lee Douglas. 

8/19/08 6p-:40, 9p-:40, 10p-:40 2:00 Politics Allard Eminent 
Domain 

Colorado Senator Wayne Allard appears to be coming to the aid of ranchers opposed to the Army’s planned 
expansion of Pinon Canyon. 

8/19/08 6p-:20 :20 Public Safety Bellvue House Fire Firefighters are investigating a suspicious house fire on the south side of Pueblo. 

8/19/08 6p-:25, 9p-:25 :50 Politics 5th Cong Debates The candidates for the 5th Congressional District will go head to head before the election. 

8/19/08 6p-2:00, 9p-:40 2:40 Public Health Public Incline One of the most challenging spots for a workout in the CS area is also illegal for runners and hikers.    But soon that 
may change. 

8/20/08 5a-4:15, 6a-5:35, 1n2-2:00, 
4p-:45, 5p-:45, 6p-:50, 9p-
:50, 10p-:50 

15:50 Crime & Safety Swope Homicide and 
Stabbing Follow up 

Police in CS are investigating a homicide overnight.   It happened in the 700 block of Swope, near Platte and Union.  
Police have identified the 23 year old who was stabbed to death.   He’s Nicholas Murphy.    Police say, he was killed 
outside his home. 
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8/20/08 5a-1:40, 6a-1:10, 12n-:35 3:25 Crime & Punishment Vives Arrest A Ft. Carson soldier and Iraq War Veteran is now a suspect in a double homicide in CS.   He’s already in jail, 
suspected in another attempted murder case. 

8/20/08 5a-1:00, 6a-:30, 6p-:209p-
:20, 10p-:20 

2:30 Remembrance Billy Pines Death and  
Billy Pines Funeral 

Flags are flying at half staff at Pueblo Fire Stations today to remember a firefighter who lost his battle with colon 
cancer.   Badges are also shrouded in honor of Billy Pine – who died today.     The 29 year old spent his last five 
years with the Dept. 

8/20/08 5a-:55, 6a-:15, 12n-:50 2:00 Politics Allard Eminent 
Domain and 
Allard P inon 

Colorado Senator Wayne Allard appears to be coming to the aid of ranchers opposed to the Army’s planned 
expansion of Pinon Canyon. 

8/20/08 5a-1:30, 6a-1;00, 12n-:30, 
5p-:45, 6p-:50, 10p-:50 

5:25 Public Safety Blodget Park and 
Snake Bite Rescue 

A good dozen rescue workers are on Blodget peak on the north west side of CS.     They are trying to bring in a 20 
year old man who says he was bitten by a rattle snake.    At this point, the victim is conscious – but the rescue is 
difficult because of the terrain. 

8/20/08 5a-:40, 6a-:30, 4p-:45, 6p-
:25 

2:20 WX and Public 
Safety 

TS Fay Forecasters now say the chances of Tropical Storm Fay becoming a hurricane are shrinking.    The storm is hugging 
Florida’s east coast about 15 miles south of Cape Canaveral. 

8/20/08 5a-1:05, 12n-:45 1:50 Public Health and 
Exercise 

Public Incline One of the most challenging spots for a workout in the CS area is also illegal for runners and hikers.    But soon that 
may change. 

8/20/08 5a-:40, 6a-:30 1:10 Olympics Track American athletes picked up more medals in Beijing yesterday.     Dawn Harper grabbed the gold in the Women’s 
100-meter hurdles last night and Sanya Richards earned a bronze medal in the 400-meter hurdles.    

8/20/08 5a-:50, 6a-2:30 3:20 Olympics Gymnastics and 
Men’s Gymnastics 
and Women’s Gymn. 

American Shawn Johnson grabbed the gold on the balance beam last night, finally beating out competitor Nastia 
Liukin.      The Men’s gymnastics team finished with a total of 10 medals.     American Jonathan Horton won a silver in 
the men’s high bar competition. 

8/20/08 5a-1:40, 6a-1:00, 12n-:35 3:15 Olympics Cejudo A local Olympian also grabbed the gold.     Wrestler Henry Cejudo took first place in the 55 kilogram wrestling 
division, beating out his Japanese competitor yesterday.    The Coronado High graduate’s been a champ in the 
wrestling circuit for years. 

8/20/08 5a-:40, 12n-:20 1:00 Olympics Medal Count The U.S. is still on top in overall medals.  Our athletes now have 79, including 26 gold.    China has 43 golds, 77 
medals total.   And Russia is third with 43 medals.    

8/20/08 6a-:30 :30 Olympics Phelps Sports 
Illustrated Cover 

America’s hero in Beijin, Michael Phelps hasn’t been in the pool all week, but he’s still setting records.    Today when 
this week’s issue of Sports Illustrated comes out – for the second week in a row and the fifth time ever  - Phelps 
graces the cover. 

8/20/08 5a-:25, 6a-:25 :50 Public Safety SUV Safety The safety of some small SUV’s is improving. 

8/20/08 5a-:30 :30 Military Algiers Algerian State Radio says twin car bombings at a hotel and military headquarters south east of Algiers have left 11 
people dead and 31 wounded. 

8/20/08 5a-:40 :40 Politics Obama Barack Obama and his running mate will be campaigning together Saturday in Illinois. He will also be with one of the 
supposed finalists, Virginia Governor Tim Kaine, tomorrow.  Obama is expected to reveal his choice within days. 

8/20/08 5a-:20, 6a-1:05,  1:25 Public Safety DMB Death and 
DMB Member Dies 

The saxophonist of the Dave Matthews Band – has died.  Leroi Moore was seriously injured in an ATV accident back 
in June.     Moore died yesterday afternoon in LA after taking a turn for the worse.   He was 46 years old. 

8/20/08 5a-:35, 6a-1:00, 12n-:25 2:00 Crime & Punishment Sayesva Sentence A Pueblo woman is headed to prison for her role in the murder of her estranged husband.     42 year old Christine 
Sayesva has been sentenced to six years in prison, for an accessory to murder charge. 

8/20/08 6a-:40 :40 Crime & Punishment Funderberg Mistrial Fro the second time – a mistrial is declared in the murder trail of CS man Salvator Castillo. He’s accused of 
murdering his girlfriend Jackylyn Funderberg. 
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8/20/08 6a-:55, 12n-:25 1:20 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

State Fair Marshall The Pueblo Chamber of Commerce has announced two high profile parade marshals for this year’s State Fair 
Parade. 

8/20/08 6a-:25, 12n-:30 :55 Rec/Arts D2E Big Scooter A CS motorcycle dealer is unveiling a brand new piece of “green”  technology.  It’s called the Vectrix Electric 
Motorcycle, and it’s green because it produces zero emissions.    

8/20/08 12n-:30, 4p-:45, 5p-1:40, 6p-
2:15, 9p-1:45, 10p-2:00 

8:55 Public Safety Lynwood Fire Firefighters were at the scene of a house fire that started about 11:30 this morning at 2039 Lynwood Lane (in CS)   
Crews say flames are visible, and they have several fire fighters battling the fire.    

8/20/08 4p-:20, 5p-:30, 6p-:25, 10p-
:35 

1:50 Public Safety Madrid Plane Crash Overseas at least 153 died in a plane crash at the Madrid Airport.    According to officials – around 26 people survived 
the crash.     The Spanish Airliner crashed and caught on fire as it was leaving the runway. 

8/20/08 4p-:20, 5p-:20, 6p-:20, 10p-
:25 

1:25 Public Safety Academy Bike Ax An accident involving a car and a bicyclist closed down a major intersection this morning in CS. 

8/20/08 4p-:20 :20 Public Safety Fraud Alert Residents living in Bent County here’s a fraud alert to warn you about.     The Sheriff’s Office says Pro Financial 
Clearing is offering services to protect against identity fraud and asking for personal information.     Sheriff’s add,  
consumers should  always check the legitimacy of any company before doing business with them. 

8/20/08 4p-:20, 5p-:35, 6p-:35, 9p-
:40 

2:10 Politics VP Pick Politics WE may know soon who will stand by Democratic Nominee Barack Obama as his running mate.    But when it comes 
to the Republican side – could a Democrat be the Vice President? 

8/20/08 4p-:20 :20 Military Georgia Latest Aid is finally arriving to residents in Georgia.     Homeowners fled their home because of the fighting between their 
country Georgia and Russia. 

8/20/08 4p-:30 :30 Energy, Economy 
and Environment 

New Solar Array and 
D2E Solar Exhibit 

DIA is going green.    Denver’s Airport dedicated a new solar power system this morning.   It’s touted as generating 
more than 3 million kilowatt hours of electricity a year.     The City of Denver says that will reduce carbon emissions 
by more than 6 million pounds a year.   

8/20/08 4p-:30, 5p-:25 :55 Senior Citizens Senior Meeting AARP is hosting a meeting in Pueblo on Thursday to show seniors how they may qualify for more benefits form 
Social Security and Medicare. 

8/20/08 5p-2:15 2:15 Health and Safety Emergency 
Equipment 

That snake bite victim was in view of the city – but in very rough terrain that was difficult to reach – it took a lot of 
resources for the rescue effort..       

8/20/08 5p-:40, 9p-2:00 2:40 Politics Pueblo Delegate There’s only one delegate from Pueblo who’s heading to Denver for the Democratic National Convention.    Former 
Pueblo County Sheriff Joe Torres will represent the 3rd Congressional District. 

8/20/08 5p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:40 2:10 Education and 
Olympics 

Medalist School Visit Some CS elementary school students got a special visit from a local Olympian today.     Adam Wheeler visited 
Freedom Elementary school this morning.    Wheeler took home the bronze last week in Greco-Roman style 
wrestling. 

8/20/08 5p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:15 Olympics and 
Economy 

Medal Money Did you know that many athletes get green for winning gold?    The USOC is paying American Athletes to reward 
their top place finishes in the Olympics. 

8/20/08 6p-:20, 10p-:20 :40 Remembrance Bob Palmer Longtime Denver News Anchor Bob Palmer has died.   He was a legend in the Denver area.    Palmer worked for 
KCNC-TV for 26 years before signing off in 1997.  He was 77 years old. 

8/20/08 6p-:50, 9p-:50, 10p-:25 2:05 Military Ft. Carson Casing Soldiers with the 2nd Brigade Combat Team on Ft. Carson are planning their third deployment to Iraq. 

8/20/08 6p-:15 :15 Military Missile Removed A landmark at the Air Force Academy is no more.   A hollowed out Minuteman Three Inter-continental Ballistic Missile 
was torn down today – rust and erosion made it unsafe to remain on display at the AFA. 
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8/20/08 6p-:45, 9p-:45 1:30 Military and Politics Vote Vets A national group that says it’s made up of Iraq and Afghanistan war veterans is speaking out against Bob Schaffer – 
Republican Candidate for U.S. Senate.    VoteVets.org announced a television ad campaign today. 

8/20/08 6p-:30, 9p-:35 1:05 Politics and 
Economy 

Political Store With the Democratic National Convention in Denver just days away, one local store’s products are in high demand. 

8/20/08 6p-:25, 9p-:30, 10p-:25 1:20 Crime & Safety Bogart Latest In CS a mother, Christie Hardy and her boyfriend Mark Friend will stand trial for first degree murder in the child abuse 
death of little Madison Bogart. 

8/20/08 9p-:25, 10p-:35 1:00 Public Safety Douglas County 
Deaths 

Two young children were found dead inside a car in Douglas County this afternoon parked outside a home. 

8/20/08 9p-:25 :25 Public Safety Arrests in NJ Case CS Police arrested two men in connection with a homicide in New Jersey. 

8/20/08 10p-:25 :25 Public Safety 30th & Bijou Stabbing It’s the second stabbing in less than 24 hours.    This time in the area of 31st ad Bijou (in CS ) where police say a man 
was stabbed in the neck. 

8/20/08 10p-:15 :15 Military Troop Pull Back Deal Senior Military sources in Baghdad tonight say that Iraq and the U.S. have come to terms on a draft security 
agreement to get U.S.  forces out of Iraqi cities by next summer. 

8/20/08 10p-:50 :50 Business Shewmaker’s Move Shewmaker’s Camera on north Tejon (in CS) will move at the end of September.   Another long-time business is 
leaving the downtown area. 

8/21/08 5a-1:30, 6a-1:50, 12n-
:30,4p-:30, 5p-:20, 6p-:25, 
9p-:25 

5:30 Public Safety 30th & Bijou Stabbing It’s the second stabbing in less than 24 hours.    This time in the area of 31st ad Bijou (in CS ) where police say a man 
was stabbed in the neck. 

8/21/08 5a-:50, 6a-:40, 12n-:15, 4p-
:15 

2:00 Crime & Safety Swope Homicide and 
Stabbing Follow up 

Police in CS are investigating a homicide overnight.   It happened in the 700 block of Swope, near Platte and Union.  
Police have identified the 23 year old who was stabbed to death.   He’s Nicholas Murphy.    Police say, he was killed 
outside his home. 

8/21/08 5a-1:30, 6a-1:15, 12n-:30, 
4p-:30, 5p-:35, 6p-:35, 9p-
:35, 10p-:30 

6:00 Public Safety National Gas 
Explosion 

A natural gas explosion startled some residents in CS late last night. 

8/21/08 5a-2;10, 6a-2:10, 12n-1:10 5:30 Public Safety Lynwood Fire Firefighters were at the scene of a house fire that started about 11:30 this morning at 2039 Lynwood Lane (in CS)   
Crews say flames are visible, and they have several fire fighters battling the fire.    

8/21/08 5a-1:10, 6a-1;00, 12n-:30 2:40 Public Safety Douglas County 
Deaths 

Two young children were found dead inside a car in Douglas County this afternoon parked outside a home. 

8/21/08 5a-:45 :45 Politics VP Latest Three’s speculation that Republican Presidential Candidate John McCain could have a Democrat  picked for the Vice 
Presidential spot. 

8/21/08 5a-:25 :25 Politics Pueblo Delegate There’s only one delegate from Pueblo who’s heading to Denver for the Democratic National Convention.    Former 
Pueblo County Sheriff Joe Torres will represent the 3rd Congressional District. 

8/21/08 5a-:40, 6a-1:00, 10p-:40 2:20 Olympics Volleyball The Women’s Beach Volleyball Team of Misty May-Treanor and Kerri Walsh won back –to-back Olympic Golds.   In 
two Olympic Games they have not lost a single set. 

8/21/08 5a-1:30, 6a-2:00, 10p-:20 3:50 Olympics 200 Meter Jamaican Sprinter Usain “Lighting” Bolt destroyed the field in the men’s 100-meter sprint.    Making him the first 
person to break the 100 and 200 meter world records at the Olympics. 
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8/21/08 6a-:25 :25 Olympics Rain Beijing Everyone in Beijing woke up this morning to heavy rain.    The downpour caused delays to the start of track events at 
Bird’s Nest Stadium. 

8/21/08 6p-:20, 10p-:20 :40 Olympics Olympics Tonight 
and Olymp Wrap 

Plenty of track and field on the Olympic schedule for tonight.    The final of the men’s 110-meter takes center stage – 
you can also watch the men’s 400 meter – the women’s 200  and the decathlon gets underway.    You can catch 
women’s 10 meter platform diving and the American men go for the gold in beach volleyball. 

8/21/08 5a-:25 :25 Economy and  
Int. Rate and Stocks 

Fannie Mae Shares in two of the nation’s leading mortgage finance companies plummeted to their lowest levels in roughly two 
decades.   Yesterday, Fannie Mae stock dropped 18% to close at $4.93.    

8/21/08 5a-:25, 6a-:20, 12n-:15, 5p-
:15 

1:15 Economy Social Security Social Security recipients who began receiving payments at age 62 and are now 70, can qualify to get a bigger check, 
but there’s a catch. 

8/21/08 5a-:50, 6a-:40, 12n-1:50, 5p-
:45 

4:05 Public Safety Madrid Plane Crash, 
Investigation and 
Spainair 
Investigation 

Overseas at least 153 died in a plane crash at the Madrid Airport.    According to officials – around 26 people survived 
the crash.     The Spanish Airliner crashed and caught on fire as it was leaving the runway. 

8/21/08 5a-:40, 6a-:50, 4p-:45 2:15 WX and Public 
Safety 

Fay Flooding Tropical Storm Fay is sitting outside Daytona Beach this morning.   It’s bringing heavy, but not hurricane-strength rain 
and wind. 

8/21/08 5a-:30, 4p-:20, 9p-:20 1:10 Military Troops Pull Out Senior Military sources in Baghdad tonight say that Iraq and the U.S. have come to terms on a draft security 
agreement to get U.S.  forces out of Iraqi cities by next summer. 

8/21/08 5a-:45, 6a-6:00, 12n-1:45, 
4p-:45, 5p-1:45, 6p-1:45, 9p-
:45, 10p-:50 

14:20 Public Safety Box Elder Fire Firefighters are investigating a house fire in Stetson Hills early this morning near the intersection of Woodmen and 
Rangewood. 

8/21/08 6a-:29 :20 Remembrance OH CG Woman Dies U.S. Congresswoman Stephanie Tubbs-Jones from Ohio has died.     Tubbs-Jones suffered a brain hemorrhage on 
Tuesday that left her with limited brain function.    She died late Wednesday.    She was 58 years old. 

8/21/08 6a-:20, 12n-:20 :40 Business Shewmaker’s Move Shewmakers Camera on north Tejon (in CS) will move at the end of September.   Another long-time business is 
leaving the downtown area. 

8/21/08 6a-:25 :25 Education and 
Olympics 

Medalist School Visit Some CS elementary school students got a special visit from a local Olympian today.     Adam Wheeler visited 
Freedom Elementary school this morning.    Wheeler took home the bronze last week in Greco-Roman style 
wrestling. 

8/21/08 12n-:20, 4p-:45, 5p-:20, 6p-
:20 

1:45 Public Safety TN School Shooting A teenager is dead and another is in custody after an early morning shooting at a Tennessee High School.   The 
student was shot in the cafeteria soon after school started. 

8/21/08 12n-:25 :25 Crime & Safety Bogart Latest In CS a mother, Christie Hardy and her boyfriend Mark Friend will stand trial for first degree murder in the child abuse 
death of little Madison Bogart. 

8/21/08 12n-:20 :20 Public Safety Arrests in NJ Case CS Police arrested two men in connection with a homicide in New Jersey. 

8/21/08 12n-:20, 4p-:20, 5p-:20 1:00 Politics Schaffer’s Wife Colorado Senatorial Candidate Bob Schaffer will take a break from his campaign – to help his wife through a careful 
surgery.   Doctors discovered a benign tumor on Maureen Schaffer’s auditory nerve. 

8/21/08 12n-:20, 4p-:20, 5p-:20 1:00 Politics McCain Obama 
Debates 

The Senators John McCain and Barack Obama have agreed to hold three debates ad one Vice Presidential debate.     
The announcement comes in a joint statement issued by both campaigns today. 
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8/21/08 12n-:30, 5p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-
:25 

1:55 Public Safety Car in Living Room The driver of a car that crashed through the front of an apartment building this morning – says it happened – I a blur.     
She says she had just taken her kids to school and was returning home on Fountain Blvd. near Circle.     She 
apparently thought she had put her foot on the brake, and the next thing she knew – her car went right through her 
neighbor’s front window. 

8/21/08 12n-:30, 4p-:30 1:00 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Diversity Dance How about taking a trip back to the 1950’s and 1960’s?    Friday night you have the chance to go “retro.”    Tomorrow 
night, students from Mitchell High School will perform the dances of that era and guests will learn the history of the 
Cotton Club. 

8/21/08 12n-:15, 5p-:15 :30 Education and 
Communication 

College I-Phones Some colleges are helping students phone home.     This fall, many schools are giving I—hones or I-Pod touches to 
some or all of their students.  

8/21/08 12n-:10, 5p-:10 :20 Business and 
Consumer Affairs 

Gay Hallmark Hallmark thinks the market is ready for gay wedding cards.    The company is making same sex cards that have 
images of two tuxedos or hearts and flowers.     As of last year, Hallmark also offers “Coming Out” cards. 

8/21/08 12n-:20 :20 Olympics and 
Economy 

Medal Money Did you know that many athletes get green for winning gold?    The USOC is paying American Athletes to reward 
their top place finishes in the Olympics. 

8/21/08 5p-:20, 6p-:15, 9p-:15 :50 Olympics Oly Medal Count The United States is still on top!   Our athletes have now won a total of 95 medals.    China is in second place with 83.    
And Russia rounds out the top three with 51 medals. 

8/21/08 4p-:25, 6p-:25 9p-:25, 10p-
:25 

1:40 Land Use/Demolition Marion House 
Demolition 

A landmark of community service in downtown CS is now a memory.    the old Marion House Soup Kitchen was 
demolished this morning.    The food service program for less fortunate people in our community was moved next 
door into a new building earlier this summer. 

8/21/08 4p-:30 :30 Public Health Measles Increase This year there are more cases  of measles than any other year since 1996.     As of January, 131 cases of measles 
were reported to the CDC. 

8/21/08 4p-:20 :20 Public Safety Fingerprint Clues A person’s fingerprints can now reveal more than their identity, with new technology.    Scientists at Purdue University 
developed a way to read a fingerprint’s chemical signature. 

8/21/08 5p-:30, 6p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-
:25 

1:45 Military Deserter Plea A Ft. Carson soldier plans to plead guilty to desertion.     Authorities say 25 year old Pvt. Robin Long fled to Canada 
in 2005 after his unit was deployed to Iraq. 

8/21/08 5p-:35, 6p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-
:25 

2:00 Environment/Utilities SDS Plan CS Utilities took a major step forward in constructing its Southern Delivery System. 

8/21/08 5p-2:15, 6p-2:00, 9p-2:00, 
10p-2:00 

8:15 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

State Fair Rides The Colorado State Fair kicks off tomorrow in Pueblo – but tonight – there’s a special “sneak peek” at one of the 
largest fair attractions – the Midway.    Tonight only – you can ride all the rides at less than “half” the regular price. 

8/21/08 6p-2:10, 9p-1:45 3:55 Agriculture Alfalfa Supply Earlier this week we spoke with local farmers lamenting last weekends heavy rain.     But one group of farmers 
couldn’t be more pleased.   Hay for horses and cattle has doubled in price over the past five years.   Lat summer it 
was hard to find. 

8/21/08 5p-:20, 6p-:20, 9p-:20 1:00 Politics Butcher/Cordova The results are now official for that close Pueblo County Commissioner’s race.    John Cordova holds his position by 
winning 55 more votes than his challenger Dorothy Butcher. 

8/21/08 9p-:20 :20 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

NY State Fair The State Fair in New York got underway today.    People began coming through the turn stiles early this morning. 

8/21/08 9p-:20 :20 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Cast Your Kernel Last week, visitors used a kernel for the candidate of their choice at the Iowa State Fair.   People flocked to a booth at 
the fair to cast their vote – Obama or McCain?   Filling mason jars with kernels of corn in an early and informal vote. 
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8/21/08 5p-:45, 10p-:35 1:20 Fundraising and 
Health 

United Way Kickoff It’s tradition for the Pikes Peak United Way to kick off its yearly fundraising campaign with a lot of bells and whistles.    
But a move to forego that emphasizes a new direction for the aid group. 

8/21/08 5p-:45, 6p-:45, 9p-:25, 10p-
:55 

2:50 Politics and Safety McCain Office Threat We have gotten word that several streets surrounding Senator John McCain’s campaign office in Denver are closed 
right now.     Emergency Officials say it’s because of a white powder that was found in mail sent to McCain this 
afternoon. 

8/21/08 9p-2:00, 10p-2:00 4:00 Public Safety Plane Crash Survivor A Beulah man had to crash land his plane in the frigid waters of Alaska and he managed to walk away from it.    Dr. 
Robert Davis is a dentist in Pueblo, who lives in Beulah, and travels the world in search of adventure. 

8/21/08 10p-:20 :20 Crime & Safety Anthony Released The mother of a missing Florida toddler has been released form jail on a half million dollar bond.    Casey Anthony 
has been held for weeks, but has revealed little to police. 

8/21/08 10p-2:10 2:10 Unemployment and 
Economy 

Colorado 
Unemployment 

Troubling news for Colorado – as a lot of people are looking for work in fact, unemployment is at it’s highest rate in 
three years. 

8/21/08 10p-:15 :15 Economy EDH Chair The CS Economic Development Corporation has a new Chairman.    Scott Bryan will serve as Chairman of the Board 
for the EDC this next year. 

8/21/08 10p-:20 :20 WX and Public 
Safety 

Fay Deaths Tropical Storm Fay – as President Bush declares a Federal State of Emergency in Florida – and two people have 
died as a result of this deadly storm. 

8/22/08 5a-:50, 6a-1;00, 12n-:20, 4p-
:20, 9p-:20 

2:50 Crime & Safety Circle Burglaries A string of smash and grab burglaries happened in CS overnight.    Police say three stores on Circle Drive and one 
on Platte were hit between midnight and 1:15 a.m.  

8/22/08 5a-:50, 6a-1:00, 12n-:20 2:10 Public Safety National Gas 
Explosion 

A natural gas explosion startled some residents in CS late night before last. 

8/22/08 5a-1:20 1:20 Public Safety Boxelder Fire A CS man who suffered severe burns yesterday is being treated at a Denver hospital.    The fire happened just before 
three yesterday morning at a home in the Briargate area.   

8/22/08 5a-1:00, 6aa-1:15, 12n-:20, 
5p-:20, 6p-:20, 10p-:25 

3:40 Politics and Safety McCain Office Threat We have gotten word that several streets surrounding Senator John McCain’s campaign office in Denver are closed 
right now.     Emergency Officials say it’s because of a white powder that was found in mail sent to McCain yesterday 
afternoon. 

8/22/08 5a-1:10, 12n-:15, 5p-:20, 6p-
:20, 9p-3:00, 10p-:25 

5:30 Politics Veep and 
Obama Veep Wait 
And Obama VP 

Presidential Candidate Barack Obama says he’s picked his Vice Presidential running mate.    Obama plans to appear 
with his choice in Illinois tomorrow.      

8/22/08 5a-:40 :40 Military Pullout Deal A preliminary agreement to start withdrawing American troops from Iraqi cities was finally reached yesterday.    
According to the AP – the agreement between the U.S. and Iraq will have troops beginning their pull-out by June 
finalized – top Iraqi leaders and the Iraqi parliament must endorse it.     

8/22/08 5a-:50, 6a-:20 1:10 WX and Public 
Safety 

Snow Collapse Two teens were hospitalized after being trapped when an ice cave collapsed in Washington state yesterday.      

8/22/08 5a-1:20, 12n-2:00 3:20 Public Safety Plane Crash Survivor A Beulah man had to crash land his plane in the frigid waters of Alaska and he managed to walk away from it.    Dr. 
Robert Davis is a dentist in Pueblo, who lives in Beulah, and travels the world in search of adventure. 

8/22/08 5a-:40, 6a-:50 1:30 Olympics Men’s Volleyball In Beijing, where there were plenty of joys and disappointments yesterday.     Americans Phil Dalhausser and Todd 
Rodgers won their first Olympic gold medal in beach volleyball. 

8/22/08 5a-:40 :40 Olympics Men’s 400 Meter At the track, Lawawn Merritt led a U.S. sweep in the men’s 400 meters, upsetting teammate and defending champ 
Jeremy Wariner.   But, Wariner still got the silver. 
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8/22/08 5a-:40, 6a-1:45 2:25 Olympics Relay and 
Men’s Relay and 
Women’s Relay 

Another upset in the Bird’s Nest Stadium.    Both the men’s and women’s U.S. relay teams dropped their batons in 
the preliminary heats for the 400-mettre.    They were both heavily favored to win gold.    But now, neither team will 
advance to the finals. 

8/22/08 5a-:40, 6a-:30, 6p-:20, 9p-
:20, 10p-:20 

2:10 Olympics Oly Medal Count Looking at the Olympic leader board – the U.S. is still on top!   Our athletes have won a total of 100 medals, exactly.    
China is in second place with 83.   And Russia rounds out the top three with 53 medals. 

8/22/08 5a-:15 :15 Olympics Soccer The U.S. Women’s soccer team grabbed their third gold in four Olympics Games. 

8/22/08 5a-:55, 6a-:20 1:15 Health & Safety Radiation Veggies Starting today, the government is letting food producers zap vegetables with radiation to kill e-coli and other 
dangerous bacteria.    The FDA says today’s techniques won’t compromise consumer safety of the nutrient value of 
the vegetables. 

8/22/08 5a-:50, 6a-:50 1:40 Public Safety China Earthquake Another earthquake has hit the same area in China that faced that massive tremor earlier this year.      Three people 
were killed in the latest quake.    And more than 100 were injured. 

8/22/08 5a-:30, 6a-:40 1:10 WX & Public Safety Fay Flooding Topical Storm Fay will just not let up.    Day five and the rain is still coming down in Florida.     Residents are dealing 
with up to 5 feet of flood water in some places, and now alligators and snakes are being swept into flooded streets 
and backyards.    President Bush has declared a state of emergency yesterday. 

8/22/08 5a-:30 :30 Military Al Qaeda Attacks Al Jazeera says a north African branch of Al Qaeda  is taking responsibility for two attacks in Algeria that killed 55 
people this week. 

8/22/08 5a-2:30, 6a-7:10 9:40 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

State Fair It’s State Fair Time!    The “end of the summer” celebration kicks off today.      Craig Eliot is live near the san 
sculpture at the fairgrounds in Pueblo with a preview of what’s new and exciting this year. 

8/22/08 5a-:50, 12n-:25 1:15 Olympics Chinese Gym Age An investigation is underway over the rumors members of the women’s Chinese gymnastics team are underage.   
The International  Olympic Committee wants the International Gymnastics Federal to find out if several Chinese 
gymnasts were too young to compete in Beijing. 

8/22/08 6a-:30, 12n-:20 :50 Military Deserter Plea A Ft. Carson soldier plans to plead guilty to desertion.     Authorities say 25 year old Pvt. Robin Long fled to Canada 
in 2005 after his unit was deployed to Iraq. 

8/22/08 6a-:25, 12n-:20 :45 Environment/Utilities SDS Plan CS Utilities took a major step forward in constructing its Southern Delivery System. 

8/22/08 6a-:50 :50 Agriculture Alfalfa Supply Earlier this week we spoke with local farmers lamenting last weekends heavy rain.     But one group of farmers 
couldn’t be more pleased.   Hay for horses and cattle has doubled in price over the past five years.   Lat summer it 
was hard to find. 

8/22/08 6a-:10 :10 Economy EDH Chair The CS Economic Development Corporation has a new Chairman.    Scott Bryan will serve as Chairman of the Board 
for the EDC this next year. 

8/22/08 6a-:20 :20 Olympics Luikin Home Nastia Luikin – the Olympic gymnast who made us so proud in Beijing has come home.   Liukin arrived in Dallas on 
Thursday to an airport full of cheering fans.    She won a total of vie medals in Beijing – including the prestigious all-
around gold, tying a U.S. gymnastics record. 

8/22/08 6a-:35 :35 Olympics Afghan First Medal An athlete form Afghanistan has won the country’s very first Olympic medal – a bronze in Taekwondo.   People there 
are so excited that the winner is going to get a house. 

8/22/08 12n-2:00 2:00 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

State Fair Rides Reporter David Ortiviz got a sneak peek at the newest rides at the Colorado State Fair.     He says, some aren’t for 
the faint of heart.     

8/22/08 12n-6:00 6:00 WX and 
Entertainment 

State Fair Weather Craig Eliot reports from the Colorado State Fair and gives us his First Alert Weather report. 
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8/22/08 12n-:20, 4p-:20, 5p-:30, 6p-
:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 

2:25 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Parade and Costs The State Fairgrounds are open everyday form 10 a.m.  until Midnight.     Admission  costs $8.00 on weekends 
including Fridays and all  other days are $5.00.   If you are planning to go to this year’s Colorado State Fair Parade – 
it’s tomorrow at 10 a.m. 

8/22/08 12n-:25, 4p-:25, 5p-:15, 6p-
:25, 10p-:15 

1:45 Crime & Safety Bijou Stabbing 
Update 

The victim of the stabbing Wednesday night in CS has died according to police reports.     18 year old Nathaniel 
Hughes was stabbed in the neck at the Westwood Apartments on West Bijou Street.    So far no one has been 
arrested and detectives with the Violent Crimes Unit are asking for leads. 

8/22/08 12n-:55, 4p-:45, 5p-:55, 6p-
:55, 9p-:55, 10p-:30 

5:05 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

State Fair Sea Lions Along with the tigers you will see at the Colorado State Fair this year – you will also find some splashier animals.    
The “splash” Sea Lion Exhibit is located right next to the sand sculpture on the fairgrounds and they have three 
shows each day of the fair.     The performance is aimed at raising awareness about pollution and the sea lion’s 
native environment. 

8/22/08 12n-:15 :15 Education College Rankings U.S. News and World Report moved Harvard to number one – on its  list of top national universities.    Harvard was 
number two last year, behind Princeton which is now in the second spot.  

8/22/08 12n-:45 :45 Unemployment and 
Economy 

Colorado 
Unemployment 

Troubling news for Colorado – as a lot of people are looking for work in fact, unemployment is at it’s highest rate in 
three years. 

8/22/08 4p-:20 :20 Public Safety Drag Death Suspect A judge has ruled a man charged with murder and kidnapping is not mentally retarded – meaning he could get the 
death penalty if convicted.    Jose Luis Rubi-Nava is accused of dragging his girlfriend, Luz Maria Franco Fieros to 
death.   Her body was found in Sept. 2006 near Castle Rock. 

8/22/08 4p-:20 :20 Fundraiser Security Fundraiser If you are looking for deals and willing to help a great cause, the Security Fire Department is having a garage sale 
and fundraiser.    All proceeds go to the Security Fire Dept. operated by paid staff and 25 volunteers working out of 
three stations. 

8/22/08 4p-:45, 6p-:45 1:30 Military and Public 
Safety 

Soldier’s Garage 
Door 

There was a happy ending for a Ft. Carson soldier’s family after their garage floor caved in.    Tthe problem was 
created by a slow water leak. 

8/22/08 4p-:50, 6p-:50, 9p-:50, 10p-
:20 

2:50 Education  Thunder Wolves 
Clean-up 

Students at CSU-Pueblo  plan to spruce up the highway that leads to their campus.    On Sunday morning form 9 
a.m. to 12 noon, hundreds of fall athletes will volunteer their time to clean up a one mile stretch of highway 47.     The 
University adopted the highway and plans to clean it up four times a year. 

8/22/08 4p-:25 :25 Public Health FDA Vytorin FDA Officials are investigating a possible link between the cholesterol  lowering drug vytorin and an increased risk for 
cancer. 

8/22/08 4p-:20, 6p-:25, 9p-:20 1:05 Travel and Postal 
Service 

Passport Fair If you have plans for overseas travel this fall – and need a passport – the Post Office is holding a fair – to do just that. 

8/22/08 5p-1:50, 6p-2:00, 9p-:45, 
10p-1:00 

5:35 Land Use Vestas Plant The world’s largest supplier of Win Turbines plans to build a new $240 million production plant in Pueblo.    And that’s 
going to create hundreds of new jobs.    The Vestas Company based in Denmark says, when complete the Pueblo 
Plant will be the largest of its kind in the world! 

8/22/08 5p-:25, 6p-:20, 10p-:20 1:05 Public Safety OK Train Derail Giant flames and a column of black smoke could be seen for miles after a train derailed in Oklahoma today. 

8/22/08 12n-:25, 4p-:20, 5p-:25, 6p-
:25, 9p-:25 

2:00 Politics Pepsi Center Sneak 
Peek 

We are getting our first look at the stage for the Democratic National Convention in the Pepsi Center.    The Pepsi 
Center will be used for the first three days of the Convention.     Then the DNC moves to Invesco Field for Obama’s 
Acceptance Speech. 

8/22/08 5p-:50, 10p-:25 1:15 Public Health Measles An old problem may cause “new” trouble in El Paso County.  It’s measles.    Health workers say too few people are 
being immunized against it.   Our immunization rate is about 85%. 

8/22/08 5p-:45, 9p-1:00, 10p-1:00 2:45 Leadership Wasson Heroes Today two Wasson High School students along with a teacher and school resource officer wree honored for saving a 
life.     The Young man placing the medals around their necks is August Sanderson.     Back in Janaruy Sanderson 
had a stroke while in the swimming pool.    Two fellow sophomore students and a teacher pulled him from the pool.     
Security officers helped as well. 
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8/22/08 5p-:45, 9p-:30, 10p-:35 1:50 Olympics Redeem Team In Beijing the U.S. Men’s Basketball – the Redeem Team continues it’s mark towards gold beating Argentina by 20 
ending the game 101 to 81.     

8/22/08 6p-:20 :20 Politics American 
Presidential 
Experience 

If you are interested  in political history – you can visit “The American Presidential Experience” exhibit – it’s in the 
parking lot on the southwest corner of Invesco Field. 

8/22/08 6p-2;00, 9p-1;30, 10p-1:20 4:50 Travel/Economy Holiday Weekend 
Travel 

No doubt you’ve noticed gas prices are down – they’ve been slipping over the past few weeks.    And there’s some 
cautious optimism that the slide could continue which would be great for those with Labor Day travel plans.  

8/22/08 6p-:25 :25 Military and 
Public Assistance 

Shipping to Georgia A U.S. Navy Missile Destroyer loaded with humanitarian aid left Turkish waters bound for the former Soviet Republic 
of Georgia.    A U.S. Coast Guard Cutter will also head that way. 

8/22/08 6p-:25, 9o-:25, 10p-:25 1:15 Education UCCS AFA Best 
Colleges 

A prominent magazine has singled out two local universities in it’s list of America’s best colleges.    U.S. News and 
World Report is giving props to UCCS’s Engineering Program. and the Air Force Academy was named the best 
Baccalaureate College in the west. 

8/22/08 6p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:30 Public Health West Nile The Health Dept says another person in Pueblo County has West Nile Virus. 

8/22/08 5p-1:30, 6p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-
:30 

3:00 Military Long Court Martial An Iraq war resister who fled to Canada – faced a court martial today at Ft. Carson.   Pvt. 1st Class Robin Long was 
sentenced to 15 months in jail.   He will also be dishonorably discharged. 

8/22/08 10p-:45 :45 Politics Obama Brother Senator Barack Obama’s roots in Africa are well known.    But CNN’s discovered on of his closest relatives – his half 
brother – who lives in a slum in Nairobi.    They share the same name, but have little else in common.   His name is 
George Obama who says Barack’s memoirs have taught him a lot about his Kenyan father. 

8/22/08 10p-:30 :30 Public Safety Standoff There’s a police standoff going on tonight in CS.     David Tauchen reports. 

8/22/08 10p-:45 :45 Military Troop Timetable A question many of you have – who have loved ones in Iraq – want to know just when will our American troops come 
home.    It appears we will have an answer to that question soon.     The U.S. and Iraq are reportedly close to an 
agreement on a timetable for withdrawal. 

8/23/08 5:30p-1:00, 9p-2:00, 10p-
2:00 

5:00 WX and Public 
Safety 

Tornado Warning A tornado in Park County touched down on the south side of 11 Mile Reservoir and another Water Spout was 
reported on Lake George.   Minor injuries have been reported, and several cars and campers were overturned. 

8/23/08 5:30p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:15 Politics Obama President As you may have heard, Presidential Candidate Barack Obama has tapped Delaware Senator Joe Biden as his 
running mate.    Obama made his VP choice official today at the old State Capitol in Springfield, Illinois calling Biden a 
“Leader who is ready to step in and be President.” 

8/23/08 5:30p-2:00, 9p-1:00, 10p-
1:00 

4:00 Politics Biden Reax Obama’s P pick is drawing some reaction from local Republicans.   Party leaders in El  Paso Coutny are calling 
Obama-Biden “a ticket they can beat.”    And this morning they held a unity rally. 

8/23/08 5:30p-20, 9p-:20, 10p-:20 1:00 Crime & Safety Homicide Confirmation today from the El Paso County Coroner that 18 year old Nathaniel Hughes died from a stab wound to 
the neck.   Hughes was stabbed on Wednesday night at the Westwood Apartments on Bijou (in CS). 

8/23/08 5:30p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:15 Politics DNC Lines As you might imagine, security is tight around the Pepsi Center in Denver where the Democratic National Convention 
kicks off Monday.     

8/23/08 5:30p-:50, 9p-:50, 10p-:50 2:30 Crime & Safety Police Standoff A CS woman is under arrest after a 4 hour standoff with police last night.    31 Year old Gina Acuna barricaded 
herself in a home off Garden of the Gods and Centennial – Police say she had a gun, was suicidal and threatening 
other people. 

8/23/08 5:30p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:30 Military  Soldier Sentenced A former Ft. Carson soldier and Iraq war veteran will spend 25 years to life in prison after pleading guilty to raping his 
neighbor.    The Gazette reports 24 year old Brandon David Allen was arrested in 2006.    
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8/23/08 5:30p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:15 Public Safety Utah Plane Crash Ten people are dead in Utah after the twin engine plane they were flying in crashed near Arches National Park. 

8/23/08 5:30p-:50, 9p-:50, 10p-:50 2:30 Public Safety Rattlesnake Victim 
speaks 

A man bitten by a rattlesnake on Bodgett Peak is sharing his story.    20 year old Jonathan Baker  had to be airlifted  
off the mountain on Tuesday.   He stepped on a coiled rattlesnake while hiking about 1,500 feet form the top. 

8/23/08 5:30p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:30 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

State Fair Parade Thousands of people from across Colorado were in Pueblo today.    They were I town to see the Colorado State Fair 
Parade. 

8/23/08 5:30p-:50, 9p-:50 1:40 Politics DNC Childcare People coming to Colorado the DNC are starting to arrive this weekend.   Many are bringing their families along.     
That means a lot of people will be looking for help with their kids. 

8/23/08 9p-3:05 3:05 Politics Obama Brother Senator Barack Obama’s roots in Africa are well known.    But CNN’s discovered on of his closest relatives – his half 
brother – who lives in a slum in Nairobi.    They share the same name, but have little else in common.   His name is 
George Obama who says Barack’s memoirs have taught him a lot about his Kenyan father. 

8/24/08 5:30p-2:00, 9p-1:30, 10p-
2:20 

5:50 Politics DNC Overview All eyes are on the Mile High City as the Democratic National  Convention kicks off there tomorrow.    But it’s clearly 
already busy about a thousand anti-war activists marched through downtown Denver today. 

8/24/08 5:30p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-:15 :55 Politics Primary Scramble It turns out Michigan and Florida will have full voting rights at the DNC.     that according to the AP.     The state 
violated party rules by holding early primaries.     And were originally going to be punished by being stripped of their 
delegates. 

8/24/08 5:30p-:25 :25 Politics Delaware Sign Inside the Pepsi Center – there’s some rearranging going on.     Since Barack Obama chose Delaware Senator Joe 
Biden as his running mate….that’s state’s delegation will now have much better seats.     Convention workers moved 
the signs of Nevada and Iowa and put Delaware’s up front. 

8/24/08 5:30p-:30, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:20 Politics McCain’s Ad John McCain’s campaign is asking a question many Hillary Clinton supporters are asking too.    (in McCain’s new ad 
called, “Passed Over.”) 

8/24/08 5:30p-:50, 9p-:50, 10p-:50 2:30 Military Vets Against the War The group “Iraq Veteran’s Against the War” plans to join others protesting in Denver. 

8/24/08 5:30p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:30 Military Military Appreciation 
Day 

The greater Pueblo Chamber of Commerce sponsored a “Military Appreciation BBQ” today.    

8/24/08 5:30p-:55, 9p-:55, 10p-:55 2:45 Public Safety Hit and Run Chase CS Police are trying to find the driver of a hit and run accident – who led them on a chase. 

8/24/08 5:30p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:15 Public Safety Stabbing Arrest CS Police have made an arrest in connection with last week’s fatal stabbing. 

8/24/08 5:30p-:35, 10p-2:00 2:35 WX and Public 
Safety 

Tornado Follow up The National Weather Service up in Boulder is investigating the strength of yesterday’s tornado in Park County. 

8/24/08 5:30p-:45, 9p-:45 1:30 Fundraiser Tough Enough to 
Wear Pink 

Are you tough enough to wear pink?    Folks at St. Mary Corwin Medial Center certainly hop you are.     That’s their 
campaign slogan to get people to wear pink tomorrow night at the rodeo at the Fair.     They’re also hosting a dinner 
and auction. 

8/24/08 5:3p-:40, 9p-;25, 10p-:25 1:30 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Pet Rocks You know you are sure to find all sorts of gizmos and gadgets at the Fair.    Well some have found what they call the 
perfect pets – since they don’t need food or water.     It’s “Pet Rocks” that are quartz creations were on display at the 
State Fair today competing for the best dressed title. 

8/24/08 9p-:200 2:00 Politics DNC Prep The Democratic National Convention is getting more global coverage than ever before.    50,000 visitors will be in 
Denver – including a number of journalists who will make up their own small city. 
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8/24/08 9p-2:00 2:00 Retirement Retirement Americans are finding ways to live their dreams well beyond the retirement years.    

8/24/08 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:00 Public Safety Guatemala Crash A small plane carrying several American aid workers crashed in a field in eastern Guatemala today.   10 people died 
– including five Americans. 

8/24/08 9p-:25, 10p-:25 :50 Public Safety Kyrgystan Crash A passenger jet in Kyrgyzstan carrying 90 people crashed shortly after take off today.   68 people died – 22 survived.   
Officials say the Boeing 737 was headed to Iran when it crashed. 

8/24/08 10p-:45 :45 Fundraiser Run for the Fallen It was a day of mixed emotions on the Mountain Post as hundreds laced up their walking shoes in honor of those who 
have died serving our country.    Friends and families of fallen soldiers took part in the “Run for the Fallen.”     

8/24/08 5:30p-:20, 10p-:20 :40 Olympics Olympics Close It was a spectacular close to the Summer Olympics.   It’s almost hard to describe the show they put on over there in 
Beijing.    But it was a fitting end to a very memorable Olympics. 

8/25/08  5a-2:00, 6a-5:40,  4p-2:00, 
5p-1:45, 9p-:45, 10p-2:10 

14:20 Politics DNC Starts and 
DNC Convention and  
DNC Preview and 
DNC Opens 

The Democratic National Convention kicks off in Denver today.    Michelle Obama and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi 
will deliver speeches later.    I-25 exits to Auraria Parkway and Speer  Blvd. will be closed.    And several side streets 
in and around the Pepsi Center will be closed throughout the day. 

8/25/08 5a-:30, 6a-2:30, 4p-:25, 12n-
:25 

3:50 Politics DNC Rundown and 
DNC Andy K. (live) 
and DNC Schedule 

A rundown of what’s happening at the Democratic National Convention for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and on 
Thursday. 

8/25/08 5a-:40, 6a-:35, 12n-:20, 4p-
:25 

2:00 Politics and Public 
Safety 

DNC Road Closures If you are heading to Denver for the Democratic National Convention – there are some road closures you should 
know about. 

8/25/08 12n-2:00 2:00 Politics and Public 
Safety 

DNC Security With so many people in town, of course, security is tight.     The Secret Service says there are no known threats, but 
it’s not taking any chances.    NBC’s Justice Correspondent Pet Williams shows us just how far the Secret Service is 
will to go to keep the peace. 

8/25/08 5a-:20 :20 Politics Delegates Florida and Michigan will have full voting rights at the DNC.     The states violated party rules by holding early 
primaries.     They were originally going to be stripped of their delegates.  

8/25/08 5a-1:10, 6a-1:20, 12n-:25, 
4p-:25 

3:20 Politics DNC Protests Protestors have already been gathering in our capitol city.      

8/25/08 10p-1:05 1:05 Politics Dems Business of the DNC today – the back room deals continue to try and appease Hillary Clinton supporters.    A petition 
is circulating at the convention allowing both rivals to be nominated before a roll call  Wednesday night.   Under the 
agreement, Hillary Clinton who will deliver the roll call – will get some votes during that process, then she will cut if off, 
and declare Obama the nominee. 

8/25/08 5a-1:20 1:20 Military Vets Against the War The group “Iraq Veteran’s Against the War” plans to join others protesting in Denver. 

8/25/08 5a-:50 :50 Politics McCain’s Ad John McCain’s campaign is asking a question many Hillary Clinton supporters are asking too.    (in McCain’s new ad 
called, “Passed Over.”) 

8/25/08 5a-:20, 6a-:30, 10p-:30 1:20 Politics McCain This Week Republican Candidate John McCain isn’t shying away form the spotlight this week.   He’s going to be making an 
appearance on the Tonight Show with Jay Leno tonight.   McCain is expected to announce his Vice Presidential pick 
soon, in anticipation of his party’s convention on September 1st. 

8/25/08 5a-1:20, 6a-:45, 12n-:45, 4p-
:25 

2:50 Fundraiser Run for the Fallen It was a day of mixed emotions on the Mountain Post as hundreds laced up their walking shoes in honor of those who 
have died serving our country.    Friends and families of fallen soldiers took part in the “Run for the Fallen.”     
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8/25/08 5a-:30, 6a-:50, 12n-:30 1:50 Public Safety Stabbing Arrest CS Police have made an arrest in connection with last week’s fatal stabbing. 

8/25/08 5a-1:55, 6a-1:30, 1n2-2:10, 
5p-1:45, 6p-2:10, 9p-1:35, 
10p-1:45 

12:50 WX and Public 
Safety 

Douglas Tornado &  
CO Tornado and 
Mtn Tornado 
 

Some wild weather in Colorado over the weekend.    In just two days – three tornadoes touched down in our state.     
A twister touching down in Douglas County near Castle Rock.    Another Twister Touched down on Saturday – in 
Park County on Eleven Mile Reservoir.   and A third Twister hit Elbert County where a house and a barn were 
reportedly damaged. 

8/25/08 5a-:40 :40 Fuel and Economy Gas Prices Gas prices are continuing to drop.    AAA Reports they have plunged an average of 15 cents a gallon in the last two 
weeks. 

8/25/08 5a-1:00, 6a-1:05, 10p-:20 2:25 Olympics Men’s Volleyball The Olympic Games are officially over.    They ended with a win by the U.S. Men’s Volleyball team.     The team won 
a gold medal just days after Coach Hugh McCutcheon’s father-in-law was killed, and his mother-in-law injured by a 
stranger in Beijing. 

8/25/08 5a-:40, 6a-1:40 2:20 Olympics Olympics Close and 
Olympics Closing 
Ceremony 

The Beijing Olympics lasted 16 days.    Athletes and fans are already looking forward to the next Olympic Games.    
They are in Vancouver in 2010, and London hosts the next Summer Games in 2012. 

8/25/08 5a-:40, 12n-:15 :55 Olympics Overall Medal 
County 

The U.S.A.  won the overall medal race in Beijing with a record 110 medals.   Host China won the most gold with 51 – 
coming in second with 100 total medals.    Russia came in third with 72 total medals. 

8/25/08 5a-:40, 6a-:35, 12n-:20, 4p-
:20, 5p-:20 

2:15 Government GOP War Democrats aren’t the only ones filling the streets in Denver.     A GOP War Room and Media Center opened less than 
a mile form the Convention Hall. 

8/25/08 5a-:45, 12n-:45, 4p-:45 2:15 Fundraiser Tough Enough to 
Wear Pink 

Are you tough enough to wear pink?    Folks at St. Mary Corwin Medial Center certainly hop you are.     That’s their 
campaign slogan to get people to wear pink tomorrow night at the rodeo at the Fair.     They’re also hosting a dinner 
and auction. 

8/25/08 6a-1:45 1:45 Public Safety Crashes Down The number of people killed in traffic accidents is going down – and high gas prices could be the reason.    According 
to a recent study done by the Transportation Research Institute at the University of Michigan; the study says traffic 
fatalities are almost as low as the levels in 1961. 

8/25/08 5a-:30, 6a-1:40 2:10 Olympics Men’s Baseball The U.S. Basketball Team took on Spain the gold medal game.    Dwayne Wade – with 27  points – led team U.S.A. 
to a 118-107 win and the team’s first gold since the 2000 games in Sydney. 

8/25/08 6a-:50 :50 Politics Delaware Sign Inside the Pepsi Center – there’s some rearranging going on.     Since Barack Obama chose Delaware Senator Joe 
Biden as his running mate….that’s state’s delegation will now have much better seats.     Convention workers moved 
the signs of Nevada and Iowa and put Delaware’s up front. 

8/25/08 6a-:30, 5p-:15 :45 Politics Kennedy at DNC The Democratic National Convention begins in Denver today.     Senator Edward Kennedy is one of many high profile 
Democrats who will attend  the Convention.   The Senator is a supporter of Barack Obama’s and wants to be there for 
his party’s convention. 

8/25/08 12n-:45, 5p-:30 1:15 Education Overdue Library 
Book 

You may want to check your home for late library books after hearing this story.    A Wisconsin woman found herself 
in handcuffs after ignoring several notices to pay library fines. 

8/25/08 4p-:20, 5p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-
:45 

2:35 WX and Public 
Safety 

Storm Bridge 
Damage 

Crews are doing emergency work to an area washed out by heavy rains.    Large rocks and gravel will serve as a 
temporary fix to and area near Platte and Sand Creek.    City Officials say heavy rains last week, washed out nearly 
20 feet of rock and sand exposing a gas line – phone lines and the base of a heavily traveled bridge. 

8/25/08 4p-2:30 2:30 Politics Relevant Convention Senator Joe Biden will be side by side with Barack Obama at this year’s Democratic Convention – but with us 
knowing who’s on the ticket is the Convention still relevant? 

8/25/08 5p-:45, 6p-:45, 9p-:45 2:15 Public Safety Busch Ave. Standoff A standoff for six hours this afternoon forced evacuations of a nearby school and a need to take extra precautions.     
It started around 10 a.m. at the Aspen Grove Mobile Home Park (in CS). 
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8/25/08 5p-1:45, 6p-2:00, 9p-2:00, 
10p-2:00 

7:45 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

SF Freebies There’s always a lot you can see and do at the Colorado State Fair – but this year you may notice more free on 
grounds attractions.    It’s all in an effort to boost Fair attendance. 

8/25/08 5p-:40, 9p-:40 1:20 Education and  
Public Assistance 

Operation School 
Bell 

As kids head back to school, Operation School Bell is designed to help families in need.    Organizers of the Annual 
Drive say the economy is causing more parents to seek help.      

8/25/08 6p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:30 Crime & Punishment Lamberth Verdict Word tonight that Jereme Lamberth – who shot and killed CS Police Detective Jared Jensen has been sentenced to  
on a separate, attempted murder conviction in Boulder County for trying to kill his sister. 

8/25/08 6p-1:30, 9p-:45, 10p-1:45 4:00 Government City Budget Shortfall 
and CS Budget 

The budget crisis continues in CS.    City Council today heard about their end of the year budget and next year’s 
budget  and next year’s budget and they’re talking about the possibility of some major cuts in our future. 

8/25/08 6p-2:00, 9p-2:10, 10p-1:00 4:10 Environment and 
Public Health 

D2E Coal Emissions A new way to clean up the air could eventually bring hundreds  of jobs to CS.    It could revolutionize coal-fired power 
plants.      

8/25/08 6p-:30, 9p-:20, 10-p-:30 1:20 Olympics USOC Store The Olympics are over but you may still want something to remember all the excitement.    The Spirit Store at the 
Olympic Training Center in CS is stocked with Beijing clothes and products.   And almost all of it is 25% off right now. 

8/25/08 9p-:25, 10p-:25 :50 Crime & Safety Plot Arrests Police in Denver arrest three  people  for their possible connection to a white supremacy group with a threat against 
Obama.  28 year old Tharin Gartrell was taken into custody on Sunday morning and is being held in the Arapahoe 
County Jail. 

8/25/08 10p-:25 :25 Crime & Safety Pueblo Homicide Pueblo Police are asking for your help in solving the city’s latest homicide.    Police say 30 year old Eugene Clark was 
approached by three Hispanic men last Wednesday in front of McCarthy’s Bar on Jerry Murphy – they say one of the 
men punched Clark who was knocked unconscious. 

8/26/08 5a-1:30, 6a-2:10 3:40 Politics DNC Michelle 
Obama 

It’s day 5wo of the Democratic National Convention in Denver today.      Michelle Obama delivered the keynote 
address – reassuring the nation that she and her husband share their values and beliefs in the American Dream. 

8/26/08 5a-1:50, 6a-1:25 3:15 Politics DNC Ted Kennedy Perhaps the most emotional point of the evening came form an appearance by Massachusetts, Senator Ted 
Kennedy.     Kennedy – who is battling brain cancer – delivered a short speech – saying he wouldn’t have missed the 
convention for anything. 

8/26/08 5a-:40, 6a-:45, 12n-:15, 4p-
:15 

1:55 Politics DNC Protest Arrest Denver Police arrested  about 100 people last night near the DNC during a confrontation with protesters.    Officers 
were trying to break up a crowd of about 300 who they say were disrupting traffic near the Denver City and County 
Bldg. 

8/26/08 12n-2:00, 10p-2:00 4:00 Politics DNC Clinton and 
Clinton Speaks 

Senator Hillary Clinton takes Center Sage tonight at the Democratic National Convention. 

8/26/08 5a-1:20, 6a-:204p-2:00, 5p-
2:05, 6p-1:45, 9p-1:10 

8:40 Politics DNC Today Mi8chelle Obama and the Governors of Kansas, Washington, and Arizona will discuss the economic security of 
American families. 

8/26/08 5a-1:00, 6a-:50, 12n-:30, 4p-
:30 

2:50 Crime & Safety Plot Arrests Police in Denver arrest three  people  for their possible connection to a white supremacy group with a threat against 
Obama.  28 year old Tharin Gartrell was taken into custody on Sunday morning and is being held in the Arapahoe 
County Jail. 

8/26/08 9p-:20 :20 Public Safety Protesters in Court Nearly 100 protesters arrested last night at the DNC were in court this morning. 

8/26/08 5a-:35 :35 Politics McCain John McCain is staying in the spotlight this week.     McCain, who strongly supports the country of Georgia in its 
confrontation with Russia, says his wife is now on her way to Georgia. 

8/26/08 5a-1:20, 6a-1:10, 12n-:35 3:05 Politics and 
Entertainment 

McCain on Leno Republican Presidential Candidate John McCain was in the TV spotlight while visiting Jay Leno on the Tonight Show.   
McCain laughed along as Jay Leno joked about his upcoming birthday – but McCain had a few jokes of his own – 
including one about his Vice Presidential  pick.     
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8/26/08 5a-:35, 12n-:35 1:10 Government City Budget Shortfall 
and CS Budget 

The budget crisis continues in CS.    City Council today heard about their end of the year budget and next year’s 
budget  and next year’s budget and they’re talking about the possibility of some major cuts in our future. 

8/26/08 5a-:40, 6a-:30, 12n-:15 1:25 Olympics Men’s Volleyball The Olympic Games are officially over.    They ended with a win by the U.S. Men’s Volleyball team.     The team won 
a gold medal just days after Coach Hugh McCutcheon’s father-in-law was killed, and his mother-in-law injured by a 
stranger in Beijing. 

8/26/08 5a-1:40, 6a-1:20 3:00 WX and Public 
Safety 

Douglas Tornado &  
CO Tornado and 
Mtn Tornado 
 

Some wild weather in Colorado over the weekend.    In just two days – three tornadoes touched down in our state.     
A twister touching down in Douglas County near Castle Rock.    Another Twister Touched down on Saturday – in 
Park County on Eleven Mile Reservoir.   and A third Twister hit Elbert County where a house and a barn were 
reportedly damaged. 

8/26/08 5a-:40 :40 Public Safety Utah Wildfires Wildfires in Utah have led to the evacuation of more than 100 homes.     The wildfire is burning about 20 miles south 
of Salt Lake City.   It has burned at least 500 acres and has threatened another 200 homes. 

8/26/08 5a-:35 :35 Public Safety Idaho Fires A wildfire in southwest Idaho has destroyed 10 homes and damaged nine others.    The fire broke out in a field 
yesterday evening. 

8/26/08 5a-:20 :20 Military Military Gown A bridal shop in California is helping make some military brides dreams come true.    Bella Mia Bride in San Jose ave 
away 50 wedding gowns to military brides to be.     

8/26/08 5a-:30 :30 Wildlife and Public 
Safety 

MD Bear in Tree A young bear was discovered  up a tree in a Maryland neighborhood yesterday morning.   Natural resources officials 
said they were reluctant to tranquilize the bear because he was about 60 feet above the ground. 

8/26/08 5a-:25, 6a-:50, 12n-:25 1:40 Crime & Safety Pueblo Homicide Pueblo Police are asking for your help in solving the city’s latest homicide.    Police say 30 year old Eugene Clark was 
approached by three Hispanic men last Wednesday in front of McCarthy’s Bar on Jerry Murphy – they say one of the 
men punched Clark who was knocked unconscious. 

8/26/08 5a-:20 :20 WX and Public 
Safety 

Hurricane Gustav Hurricane Gustav is expected to make landfall in Haiti today – possibly as a category two storm. At last report, 
sustained wind speeds were hitting at 85 miles an hour. 

8/26/08 6a-:25 :25 WX and Public 
Safety 

Fay AL Flooding The remnants of Tropical Storm Fay are now blowing across Alabama.    It’s amazing how much flooding is still 
coming from this storm. 

8/26/08 5a-2:30, 6a-5:00 7:30 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

State Fair Dollar Day It’s a good day to head to the State Fairgrounds in Pueblo, admission today is only $1.00!    Pepsi and News First 
5/30 have teamed up to bring you this amazing deal at the Fair. 

8/26/08 6a-2:00 2:00 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

SF Freebies There’s always a lot you can see and do at the Colorado State Fair – but this year you may notice more free on 
grounds attractions.    It’s all in an effort to boost Fair attendance. 

8/26/08 6a-1:20 1:20 WX and Public 
Safety 

Storm Bridge 
Damage 

Crews are doing emergency work to an area washed out by heavy rains.    Large rocks and gravel will serve as a 
temporary fix to and area near Platte and Sand Creek.    City Officials say heavy rains last week, washed out nearly 
20 feet of rock and sand exposing a gas line – phone lines and the base of a heavily traveled bridge. 

8/26/08 12n-:30, 4p-:30, 5p-:45, 6p-
:35, 9p-:25, 10p-:35 

3:20 Public Safety Pueblo Barricade 
and Barricade Man 

The Sheriff’s Office, Fire Department, and District Attorney’s Office are at a barricade situation in Pueblo West.    It 
started in a home at 920 West Purcell. 

8/26/08 12n-:35 :35 Crime & Punishment Lamberth Verdict Jereme Lamberth – the man who shot and killed CS Police Detective Jared Jensen, has been sentenced to  on a 
separate, attempted murder conviction in Boulder County for trying to kill his sister. 

8/26/08 12n-1:00 1:00 Environment and 
Public Health 

D2E Coal Emissions A new way to clean up the air could eventually bring hundreds  of jobs to CS.    It could revolutionize coal-fired power 
plants.      
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8/26/08 12n-:20 :20 Olympics USOC Store The Olympics are over but you may still want something to remember all the excitement.    The Spirit Store at the 
Olympic Training Center in CS is stocked with Beijing clothes and products.   And almost all of it is 25% off right now. 

8/26/08 12n-:25 :25 Population Census Numbers The Census Dept. says more than 37 million Americans were living in poverty last year.      The report this morning 
said the poverty rate held steady at 12.5% of the population. 

8/26/08 12n-2:00 2:00 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

SF Freebies There’s always a lot you can see and do at the Colorado State Fair – but this year you may notice more free on 
grounds attractions.    It’s all in an effort to boost Fair attendance. 

8/26/08 4p-:20 :20 Politics Republican 
Convention 

As security is tight in the mile high city this week workers in Minneapolis are working overtime to beef up security 
ahead of the Republican Convention in Minneapolis St. Paul.   

8/26/08 4p-:45, 6p-:40, 9p-:45 2:10 Public Safety Online Deception If you are shopping online and see an option for a discount on your next purchase – be careful.    You credit card 
could get charged $10.00 per month, or more. 

8/26/08 12n-:45, 4p-:25, 5p-:30 1:40 Public Safety Powers Light Pole A stretch of Powers Blvd. in CS is closed this afternoon.   Police say a semi truck hit a power pole – knocking it into 
the northbound lanes just before 9 a.m. today. 

8/26/08 4p-:20, 5p-:20, 9p-:15,  :40 Remembrance Pine Funeral Funeral services are set for tomorrow for a Pueblo Firefighter who died last week after a battle against colon cancer. 

8/26/08 4p-:25 :25 Public Health Migraine Brain Women who suffer with frequent migraines – may have an increased  risk for progressive brain damage. 

8/26/08 4p-:45, 6p-:40, 9p-:40, 10p-
:40 

2:45 Education and 
Animal Welfare 

Kids Vet Clinic Future Farmers of America  is teaching kids how to care  for their four legged friends at the Colorado State Fair.    
They’ve set up a free Junior Veterinary Clinic inside the Agriculture Pavillion.    

8/26/08 5p-:25, 6p-:25 :50 Airlines and Travel FAA Glitch A major computer glitch caused all kinds of problems for Air Travelers around the county today.     A computer system 
in Atlanta – that is used to process flight plans – malfunctioned – causing flight delays at several airports around the 
country. 

8/26/08 5p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:15 Education CSU Pueblo Rec 
Center 

A new $10 million Recreation Center is now open on the Campus of CSU-Pueblo and students aren’t the only ones 
who will be able to enjoy it. 

8/26/08 6p-:40, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:05 Politics and Public 
Safety 

Obama Threat In Denver – three men have been arrested  – on suspicion of plotting the assassination of Barack Obama. 

8/26/08 5p-:35, 10p-:25 1:00 Politics and 
Economy 

Tourists from DNC As you might imagine – a lot of local businesses hope to see a boost from having the DNC so close.    The CS 
Convention and  Visitor’s Bureau says, it’s been promoting local attractions – in hope of cashing in on the event. 

8/26/08 5p-:25, 6p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-
2:00 

3:15 Public Safety Pipeline Broken and 
Security Pipe 

Residents in Security are asked not to water their lawns for the next couple of days.     The Water Dept. reports a 
pope break that may take a or two to fix. 

8/26/08 6p-:30, 9p-:35, 10p-:25 1:30 Politics and Public 
Safety 

CSPD at DNC 56 of CS finest police officers will be at the DNC every day helping Denver Police.   Most of them volunteered and 
others were handpicked for the assignment. 

8/26/08 5p-:25 :25 Public Safety Ellicott Lockdown School in Ellicott, in northeastern El Paso County were locked down late this afternoon for about 40 minutes.    After 
someone reported hearing shots fired in front of a school.     

8/26/08 6p-:50,  9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:20 Politics RNC Delegate Next week the political focus moves to the Republican National Convention.    It convenes in Minnesota.    News First 
spoke to local  Republican Delegates  - who will cast votes for McCain and asked if it’s an advantage or disadvantage 
to follow the DNC. 
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8/26/08 6p-:50, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:20 Olympics Gold Medal 
Prediction 

Fro the last eight years  Colorado College Economics Professor Daniel Johnson studies has accurately predicted how 
many medals each country would win at the Olympic Games.    He does it by using a formula where he looks at five 
variables including income per capita and political climate. 

8/26/08 6p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:15 Automobiles and 
Economy 

Phil Long Scooters Car dealerships across the country are looking for new  ways to lure customers as gas prices continue to pinch 
consumers.   As we search for alternative means of transportation – Phil Long Kia in CS is selling scooters for about 
$1,300. 

8/26/08 6p-2:00, 9p-2:00, 10p-:55 4:55 Education and Public 
Safety 

Rated R in High 
School 

Controversy is brewing at a local high school.     A cable tv show – the title of which we can’t even say on air because 
it is an expletive – was listed in a course syllabus for a local high school philosophy class.     

8/26/08 5p-:20, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:10 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Donkeys Invade 
Casino 

If you’ve spent any time in Cripple Creek – you’ve  maybe seen that wondering  herd of donkeys.    A couple of weeks 
ago – several of those donkeys thought they would check out one of the city’s newest attractions. 

8/26/08 10p-:25 :25 Health and Safety West Nile El Paso County has discovered it’s first West Nile infected mosquito of the summer.      The mosquito was discovered 
in the Security-Widefield area – where the county is testing. 

8/27/08 5p-:30 :30 Politics DNC Media Frenzy It’s not just the eyes of the nation – but the eyes of the world  that are on Denver this week.    Foreign Press from all 
over the globe have converged in our state for the Democratic National Convention. 

8/27/08 5a-2:20, 6a-2:05 4:25 Politics DNC Hillary Speech Senator Hillary Clinton took center stage last night at the Democratic National Convention. 

8/27/08 5a-:40, 6a-:40 1:20 Politics DNC Bill Clinton Former President Bill Clinton was also in the crowd at the DNC last night.   He appeared to hang on to every word 
Hillary said with laughter – tears and applause.    He will address the crowd tonight  - along with Obama’s running 
mate Senator Joe Biden. 

8/27/08 5a-1:10, 6a-:25, 12n-:15 1:50 Politics and 
Economy 

Tourists from DNC As you might imagine – a lot of local businesses hope to see a boost from having the DNC so close.    The CS 
Convention and  Visitor’s Bureau says, it’s been promoting local attractions – in hope of cashing in on the event. 

8/27/08 12n-:45 :45 Politics and 
Education 

DNC Tuesday The DNC is also serving as a living classroom.     About 400 students and their professors from across the country 
are in town for a two-week program on the political process. 

8/27/08 12n-2:00, 6p-2:00, 9p-1:45, 
10p-3:15 

9:00 Politics DNC Wednesday  Today Democrats in Denver will cast their votes for the party’s Presidential Nominee.     Barack Obama’s assured to 
win, but there’s been scrambling behind the scenes about how to conduct the vote to appease Hillary Clinton 
supporters. 

1:50 

8/27/08 12n-:15, 4p-:15 :30 Politics Invesco Field After tonight the Democrats will leave the Pepsi Center and move outdoors to the 75,000 seat Invesco Field.   The 
home of the Broncos has already transformed into a stage for Obama’s speech. 

8/27/08 4p-2:00 2:00 Politics DNC Day Three It’s day three of the Democratic National Convention in Denver and tonight Barack Obama will be formally nominated 
as his party’s Presidential Candidate. 

8/27/08 6a-:10 :10 Politics Today at DNC  
 

Michelle Obama will co-chair delegate service day.   More than 1,400 delegates will volunteer at various community 
service sites around Denver.      

8/27/08 4p-:20, 5p-:15, 9p-:15 :50 Politics Obama at DIA and 
Obama Arrives and 
Obama Nomination 

Presidential Candidate Barack Obama has arrived in Denver.   He arrived at DIA and now he is on his way for an 
historic nomination.    Obama’s Running Mate Joe Biden is to address the Convention tonight as is Bill Clinton. 

8/27/08 5a-:40, 6a-:55 1:35 Politics RNC Convention and 
RNC Preps St. Paul 

As security is tight in the mile high city this week workers in Minneapolis are working overtime to beef up security 
ahead of the Republican Convention in Minneapolis St. Paul.   

8/27/08 12n-:45 :45 Politics RNC Delegate The Political spotlight will shine on Minneapolis St Paul where Republicans will gather for their convention.      
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8/27/08 5a-1:20, 6a-1:10, 12n-:30, 
4p-:20 

3:20 Public Safety Pueblo Barricade 
and Barricade Man 

The Sheriff’s Office, Fire Department, and District Attorney’s Office are at a barricade situation in Pueblo West.    It 
started in a home at 920 West Purcell. 

8/27/08 5a-30, 6a-1:35, 12n-:45 2:50 Public Safety Pipeline Broken and 
Security Pipe 

Residents in Security are asked not to water their lawns for the next couple of days.     The Water Dept. reports a 
pope break that may take a or two to fix. 

8/27/08 5a-:15, 4p-:20, 5p-:45, 6p-
:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:40 

2:50 Remembrance Pine Funeral Funeral services are scheduled  for today for a Pueblo Firefighter who died last week after a battle against colon 
cancer. 

8/27/08 5a-:20, 6a-:20, 12n-:20, 4p-
:20 

1:20 Health and Safety West Nile El Paso County has discovered it’s first West Nile infected mosquito of the summer.      The mosquito was discovered 
in the Security-Widefield area – where the county is testing. 

8/27/08 5a-1:40, 12n-:30 2:10 Olympics Gold Medal 
Prediction 

Fro the last eight years  Colorado College Economics Professor Daniel Johnson studies has accurately predicted how 
many medals each country would win at the Olympic Games.    He does it by using a formula where he looks at five 
variables including income per capita and political climate. 

8/27/08 5a-1:00, 12n-:30 1:30 Education CSU Pueblo Rec 
Center 

A new $10 million Recreation Center is now open on the Campus of CSU-Pueblo and students aren’t the only ones 
who will be able to enjoy it. 

8/27/08 5a-:30 :30 Energy Solar Wind There’s no shortage of solar and wind producers through.     The producers can take advantage of a tax credit – 
meaning more green power will be available to consumers. 

8/27/08 4p-:25 :25 Energy Saving Power There are some ways you can use less power around your home.     The Wall Street Journal says electronics 
consume about 15% of your total energy bill and standby power is about 75% of that. 

8/27/08 5a-:25, 6p-:20 :45 Politics and Public 
Safety 

McCain Attack John McCain is still hitting the campaign trail hard.   He attacked Obama’s views on foreign policy issues – saying his 
philosophies will lead to more aggression in the world.    

8/27/08 9p-:20 :20 Politics McCain RNC Preparations are well underway for the Republican National Convention which opens Monday night in Minnesota.  
Among the speakers – California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, a high profile supporter of John McCain. 

8/27/08 5a-:15, 6a-:25 :40 Airlines and Travel FAA Glitch A major computer glitch caused all kinds of problems for Air Travelers around the county today.     A computer system 
in Atlanta – that is used to process flight plans – malfunctioned – causing flight delays at several airports around the 
country. 

8/27/08 5a-:20, 6a-:35, 6p-:30 1:25 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav and 
Gustav Haiti and 
Gustav Preps 

Gustav is back down to a Tropical Storm status after a drenching Haiti yesterday.    Forecasters say it could form into 
a hurricane again later today. 

8/27/08 5a-:20 :20 Military Calls Middle East Talk about a  phone bill.    Someone hacked into the FEMA’s phone system earlier this month.    Racing up $12,000 
in long distance phone calls. 

8/27/08 5a-:25, 12n-:25 :50 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Donkeys Invade 
Casino 

If you’ve spent any time in Cripple Creek – you’ve  maybe seen that wondering  herd of donkeys.    A couple of weeks 
ago – several of those donkeys thought they would check out one of the city’s newest attractions. 

8/27/08 6p-:35 :35 Politics and Safety DNC Threat Follow 
up 

Federal authorities now say the four arrested for supposed threats against Barack Obama were actually no threat at 
all to the Candidate.    One of the men, Nathan Johnson, appeared in a Denver courtroom yesterday on gun charges.    

8/27/08 6a-:50 :50 Politics and Public 
Safety 

CSPD at DNC 56 of CS finest police officers will be at the DNC every day helping Denver Police.   Most of them volunteered and 
others were handpicked for the assignment. 

8/27/08 6a-1:50, 12n-:45 2:35 Education and Public 
Safety 

Rated R in High 
School 

Controversy is brewing at a local high school.     A cable tv show – the title of which we can’t even say on air because 
it is an expletive – was listed in a course syllabus for a local high school philosophy class.     
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8/27/08 5a-2:30, 6a-5:00 7:30 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Balloon Classic This weekend hot air balloons will be floating all over the skies above CS.   It’s the 32nd Annual Colorado Balloon 
Classic. 

8/27/08 12n-:50, 4p-:50, 5p-:45, 9p-
:45, 10p-:40 

3:50 Leadership Wheel Chair Balloon 
Pilot 

Dozens  of hot air balloons will launch from CS this weekend – during the Colorado Balloon Classic.    Among the 
pilots is an Arizona man with an inspiring story. 

8/27/08 12n-:30, 4p-:20, 5p-:20, 6p-
:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 

3:25 Public Safety Bank Robbery and 
Widefield Bank 
Robberty 

Police are looking for three men who robbed the people’s national bank in the Widefield-Security area.    Police 
throughout the Pikes Peak region are searching for the men who left the bank  in a black sedan. 

8/27/08 12n-:35 :35 Education and 
Animal Welfare 

Kids Vet Clinic Future Farmers of America  is teaching kids how to care  for their four legged friends at the Colorado State Fair.    
They’ve set up a free Junior Veterinary Clinic inside the Agriculture Pavillion.    

8/27/08 12n-:40 :40 Public Safety Online Deception If you are shopping online and see an option for a discount on your next purchase – be careful.    You credit card 
could get charged $10.00 per month, or more. 

8/27/08 4p-:45, 5p-:45, 9p-:45 2:15 Education and 
Leadership 

Russell Award The Academic growth at a Russell Middle School in CS District 11 – was awarded the National Trailblazer School to 
Watch Award for 2008. 

8/27/08 5p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-:40 1:20 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Music in the Park This was the last night for the “Gettin’ Down Downtown” Concert Series – held each Wednesday in America the 
Beautiful Park.     Tonight’s concert ended at eight. 

8/27/08 5p-:50, 9p-:50, 10p-:30 2:10 Business New Business Expert A young entrepreneur from CS is now teaching others how to make $70,000 a year with a new business “How to” 
manual.    In 2006 – Phillip Tapia started a business called “Tray Display Advertising.”   He was 22 year old.    The 
company boomed – printing 125,000 advertising sheets a month. 

8/27/08 5p-:20, 9p-:20 :40 Education D-60 Bus Cams Pueblo City Schools plans to install security cameras on all of its buses.  The school district says it will spend $2,000 
to buy 35 video cameras.    The District says the cameras will be sued to increase the safety of its students, staff and 
property. 

8/27/08 6p-:35, 9p-:35, 10p-:30 1:40 Public Safety Manhunt Follow-up The Pueblo County Sheriff’s Office continues there their search for a Pueblo West man who may be armed and 
dangerous.     The Sheriff’s Office is re-releasing the picture as they accidentally released the wrong photo yesterday. 

8/27/08 5a-2:15, 9p-1:30 3:45 Politics Delegate Service 
Duty 

This morning in Denver, about 1,000 delegates gave back to the local community.     They did it to say thanks to 
Denver for hosting the Convention. 

8/27/08 6p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:15 1:05 Crime & Safety Safe Robberies CS Police are alerting business owners about recent break-ins on the north side of town.    They say over the past 
two weekends thieves have broken into safes in two businesses off North Academy and Austin Bluffs. 

8/27/08 5p-:10, 6p-:45, 10p-:40 1:35 Politics Clinton Delegates 
and Clinton DNC and 
Obama Clinton 
Delegates 

Former President Bill Clinton and Senator Joe Biden – Obama’s running mate, took to the stage at the Democratic 
National Convention this evening. 

8/27/08 10p-:35 :35 Politics Biden Shortly before Senator Biden took to the Podium he was nominated from the floor to be the democratic Vice 
Presidential Candidate on the party’s ticket in November.    A nomination  he accepted. 

8/27/08 10p-:45 :45 Politics Guiliani Republican Presidential hopeful John McCain may announce his selection for a running mate – as early as Friday.     
Here in Colorado former New York Mayor Rudy Guiliani was at the Convention – but was not campaigning for Obama 
– but rather for McCain.  

8/27/08 5p-:15 :15 Politics CO Delegates Vote Colorado Delegates voted today.    15% went to Senator Hillary Clinton. 
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8/27/08 6p-1:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:40 3:10 Politics Salazar at DNC Democratic U.S. Senator Ken Salazar also took to the stage at the Convention this afternoon.   He was one of three 
people to second the nomination for Obama for President. 

8/27/08 10p-1:30 1:30 Politics Obama Republicans Miles away form the DNC a small group of registered Republicans and democrats came together tonight in El Paso 
County to discuss their choice for President.   These are Republicans for Obama and Veterans for Obama.    It was a 
small gathering. 

8/27/08 6p-:30 :30 Crime & Punishment Krueger Convicted Justice is served in the murder of a 19-year old CS woman that happened 7 years ago.    Ryan Krueger will spend the 
rest of his life in prison for the murder of Patricia Elliott.    She was beaten to death and strangled. 

8/27/08 6p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:45 1:35 Fundraiser Fill the Boot Starting Sunday night – through Labor Day – News First will be trying to help “Jerry’s Kids.”    It’s the Muscular 
Dystrophy Labor Day Telethon.    And area firefighters are helping once again as the “Fill the Boot” campaign started 
today.    

8/27/08 6p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:40 2:10 Olympics Paralympians More than 200 athletes are coming through CS on their way to the Paralympic Games in China.  They are being fitted 
with uniforms, gear and traveling equipment. 

8/27/08 6p-:50 :50 Business Sold Fish Market Sold The old fish market restaurant located off Bijou on the west side of CS has a new owner.    The building has been 
empty for more than seven years.     

8/27/08 10p-:25 :25 Crime & Safety Homicide Arrest An arrest tonight in Pueblo’s latest homicide.    26 year old Adam Paul Martinez was taken into custody and charged 
with reckless manslaughter the death of Eugene Clark.  Martinez is suspected of punching Clark outside a sports bar 
– in Pueblo, last week.    Clark fell unconscious and later died at Parkview Hospital.   

8/28/08 5a-:50, 6a-:40, 12n-:25 1:55 Crime & Safety Double Murder 
Arrests 

CS Police have two men in custody tonight – both men are active duty soldiers from Ft. Carson.     They are accused 
of first degree double-murder. 

8/28/08 5a-:40, 6a-1:20, 5p-2:00 4:00 Politics DNC Obama and 
DNC Handlesman 

Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi made it official last night – Barack Obama became the Democratic Nominee for 
President. 

8/28/08 5a-1:10, 1:55 3:05 Politics DNC Biden Nominee Senator Joe Biden is now officially the Democratic Nominee for Vice President.    He formally and enthusiastically – 
accepted his nomination to join Obama’s ticket. 

8/28/08 5a-1:20, 6a-:50 2:10 Politic DNC Bill Clinton Former President Bill Clinton took the stage lat night as well.    He said he believes Barack Obama is the right choice 
for America – and laid out his job ahead. 

8/28/08 5a-:50, 6a-:40 1:30 Politics Salazar at DNC Democratic U.S. Senator Ken Salazar also took to the stage at the Convention this afternoon.   He was one of three 
people to second the nomination for Obama for President. 

8/28/08 6a-:40, 12n-:10 :50 Politics DNC Moves  and 
DNC Crews Pakcing 

Crews in Denver packed up all their gear and moved it from the Pepsi Center over to Invesco Field. 

8/28/08 12n-:10, 4p-:30 :40 Politics Invesco Field  
(live look) 

A look at Invesco Field – the home of the Broncos – now transformed into the home of the Democrats.    Tonight 
history is made as Senator Barack Obama delivers his acceptance speech here in our state. 

8/28/08 5a-:45, 12n-3:10, 4p-1;00, 
5p-:20 

5:15 Politics DNC Wed Wrap and 
DNC Final Day and 
DNC Tonight 

When Barack Obama officially accepts his party’s nomination he does it with some wind at his back – thanks to Bill 
and Hillary Clinton.    An on this final night of the DNC – we also heard from Representative John Salazar and former 
VP Al Gore. 

8/28/08 5a-:30, 12n-:20, 4p-:25, 5p-
:25, 6p-:30, 9p-:20, 10p-:30 

3:00 Politics McCain VP John McCain’s thought to have his VP pick narrowed down to just two people.     The AP reports, that either former 
Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney – or Minnesota Governor, Tim Pawlenty could be tapped as McCain’s running 
mate in the next few days. 

8/28/08 5a-:40, 6a-:10 :50 Politics RNC McCain Many people are anxiously waiting to hear who John McCain will choose as his running mate. 
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8/28/08 5a-:50 :50 Public Safety Double Murder 
Arrests 

CS Police continue to investigate a double murder case where two Ft. Carson soldiers are the suspects. 

8/28/08 5a-:40, 6a-1:05, 4p-:50, 6p-
:30, 9p-:20, 10p-:35 

4:00 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Prepas  Tropical Storm Gustav has started regaining strength and it’s closing in on Jamaica.    It could be a hurricane again 
by tomorrow. 

8/28/08 6a-:50 :50 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Deaths Tropical Storm Gustav is responsible for at least 22 deaths in Haiti and the Dominican Republic. 

8/28/08 5a-1:00, 12n-:30 1:30 Public Safety Bank Robbery and 
Widefield Bank 
Robbery 

Police are looking for three men who robbed the people’s national bank in the Widefield-Security area.    Police 
throughout the Pikes Peak region are searching for the men who left the bank  in a black sedan. 

8/28/08 12n-:25, 4p-:25, 5p-:25 1:15 Public Safety Pikes Prospect Ax A man is in the hospital after being injured in a crash between an SUV and a semi-truck. 

8/28/08 5a-1:10, 6a-1:50 3:00 Leadership and 
Entertainment 

Cejudo on Leno A local Gold Medal Olympian appeared on the Tonight Show – last night.      CS’ won Henry Cejudo sat down with 
Jay Leno and talked about his Olympic experience. 

8/28/08 5a-1:55, 12n-:55 2:50 Fundraiser Fill the Boot Starting Sunday night – through Labor Day – News First will be trying to help “Jerry’s Kids.”    It’s the Muscular 
Dystrophy Labor Day Telethon.    And area firefighters are helping once again as the “Fill the Boot” campaign started 
yesterday.    

8/28/08 5a-:25 :25 Energy Wind Energy Wind energy is becoming more popular, but it appears our country’s power lines aren’t ready to handle it. 

8/28/08 5a-:50 :50 Politics Obama Republicans South from the DNC – a group of registered Republicans gathered in El Paso County last night.     They discussed 
why they’re not supporting their party’s candidate. 

8/28/08 4p-:20, 5p-:25 :45 Public Safety I-25 Shut Down With all that activity at Invesco, the Secret Service is taking no chances.    If you are heading to Denver, you should 
show – a six mile stretch of I-25 will completely shut down. 

8/28/08 4p-:25 :25 Public Safety Convention Arrests Since Saturday – authorities in Denver have made 141 arrests related to the convention. 

8/28/08 4p-:45, 9p-:45 1:30 Education T-Mobile After 
School 

Students at a CS elementary school have a shiny new place to spend time after school.     Thanks to the hard work of 
some volunteers. 

8/28/08 4p-:30 :30 Health and Safety Salmonella Ends There appears to be an end to the salmonella outbreak.     The CDC says it made more than 1,400 people sick. 

8/28/08 4p-:25 :25 Politics Celebrities at DNC Thousands are in Denver this week for the DNC and this includes a few celebrities.    

8/28/08 6a-:35 :35 Public Safety Manhunt Follow-up The Pueblo Co. Sheriff’s Office has re-released a photo of a man they are looking for.     That’s because they initially 
released a picture of the wrong man earlier this week. 

8/28/08 6a-:20, 12n-:15 :35 Crime & Safety Homicide Arrest An arrest tonight in Pueblo’s latest homicide.    26 year old Adam Paul Martinez was taken into custody and charged 
with reckless manslaughter the death of Eugene Clark.  Martinez is suspected of punching Clark outside a sports bar 
– in Pueblo, last week.    Clark fell unconscious and later died at Parkview Hospital.   

8/28/08 6a-3:20 3:20 Entertainment State Fair “Nerveless 
Nocks” 

Dare-devil acrobatics and high flying motorcycle stunts are the trademark of the “Nerveless Nocks” performers at the 
Colorado State Fair. 
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8/28/08 5a-2:30 2:30 Entertainment State Fair Food When you think of the State Fair food – something “deep fried” might come to mind.     But Craig Eliot has found 
some other dishes that are not dipped in oil. 

8/28/08 6a-3:20 3:20 Entertainment State Fair “Turbo the 
Robot” 

If you are going to the CSF this week – keep your eyes out for an unusual looking guest roaming the CSF.   At ten 
feet tall – “Turbo the Robot” is easy to spot. 

8/28/08 12n-:15 :15 Public Safety Safe Robberies CS Police are alerting business owners about recent break-ins on the north side of town.    They say over the past 
two weekends thieves have broken into safes in two businesses off North Academy and Austin Bluffs. 

8/28/08 12n-:20 :20 Public Safety and 
Education 

D-60 Bus Cams Pueblo City Schools plans to install security cameras on all of its buses.  The school district says it will spend $2,000 
to buy 35 video cameras.    The District says the cameras will be sued to increase the safety of its students, staff and 
property. 

8/28/08 12n-:20 :20 Leadership Paralympians More than 200 athletes are coming through CS on their way to the Paralympic Games in China. 

8/28/08 12n-:45 :45 Leadership Russell Award The Academic growth at a Russell Middle School in CS District 11 – was awarded the National Trailblazer School to 
Watch Award for 2008. 

8/28/08 12n-:30 :30 Leadership and 
Entertainment 

Phelps SNL Olympic swimmer Michael Phelps is training for the Actors Stage.    The record breaking athlete will host this 
season’s premiere of SNL on 5/30. 

8/28/08 12n-:15 :15 Business Closed Fish Market The old fish market restaurant located off Bijou on the west side of CS has a new owner.    The building has been 
empty for more than seven years.     

8/28/08 5p-:25 :25 Politics Invesco Security Senator Barack Obama – the first African American to be nominated for President – will deliver his acceptance 
speech tonight before 70,000 people at Invesco Field.   It happens on this – the 45th Anniversary fo Dr. Martin Luther 
King’s “I have a dream…” speech. 

8/28/08 5p-:45, 9p-:45 1:30 Animal Welfare Therapy Dog 
Training 

CS Pet Partners is looking for more volunteer pet and owners to go to hospitals, children’s centers and nursing 
homes, to provide therapy.    It’s a great way to give someone a break from their worries. 

8/28/08 5p-2:00, 9p-1:45 3:45 Politics Biden Bus With all eyes on the nominee for President – his running mate, Senator Joe Biden is also keeping busy.    He started 
the day in Colorado on a bus to Mile High. 

8/28/08 5p-2:15, 9p-1:30, 10p-1:25 5:10 Politics DNC Cow Town 
Reax 

Two weeks ago – the eyes of the world were on Beijing – and this week – it’s Denver and the DNC.     And much like 
the Chinese – Denverites wonder what visitors think.    Earlier in the week – a NY Post columnist declared Denver is 
still a “Cow Town” …..so how does that sit with the locals? 

8/28/08 5p-:30, 6p-:45, 9p-:25, 10p-
:25 

2:05 Taxes County Sales Tax A difficult campaign now starts in El Paso County to try and get voters to say yes to a 1% sales tax increase. 

8/28/08 5p-:15, 6p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-
:20 

1:15 Health and Safety Security Water 
Update 

Folks living in Security can go ahead and start watering their lawns again.    A pipe was damaged earlier this week 
and Security Water Services asked people to stop outdoor watering. 

8/28/08 5p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-:25 1:05 Construction Cimarron Bridge 
Update 

All lanes are now open after years of bridge closures limiting access to downtown CS.    Crews finished stripping 
today on the Cimarron Bridge – that links I-25 to south side of downtown CS. 

8/28/08 5p-:20 :20 Construction Hwy 24 Open House There’s an Open House that just started at the Intergenerational Learning Center on 20th  Street in CS.     And now is 
the time to offer your input on plans for major changes to Hwy 24 between I-25 and Manitou Springs. 

8/28/08 6p-1:45, 9p-:45, 10p-1:00 4:30 Politics Obama Speech Another historic night in Denver – Barack Obama will make his acceptance speech as his party’s nominee to run for 
President. 
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8/28/08 10p-2:15 2:15 Politics Speech Reax It’s eerily quiet at the DNC after such a raucous evening.    Lots of loud cheers and smiles even a few tears, as 
Senator Barack Obama gave his speech. 

8/28/08 6p-1:50, 10p-:45 2:35 Politics Green DNC Democrats promised this would be the “greenest” convention ever held. 

8/28/08 6p-:20, 9p-1:15, 10p-1:45 3:20 Missing Person(s) Missing Family CS Police need your help finding a missing woman and her young daughter.    Nicole Signoriello and her two year old 
daughter, Lanessa were last seen last week. 

8/28/08 6p-:30, 9p-:20, 10p-:25 1:15 Public Safety Punch Death Pueblo Police say the city’s latest homicide was drug related.      Adam Martinez was arrested last night for the death 
of Eugene Clark. 

8/28/08 6p-2:00 2:00 Entertainment Randy Bernard It’s a big night at the CSF as the Rodeo is taking center stage.     Mike Daniels is live at the fair – with a special guest 
form the Professional Bull Riders, Randy Bernard. 

8/28/08 6p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:35 2:05 Leadership Olympian Officer One Olympic Bronze Medalist is transitioning from the podium – to the Police Academy.    Adam wheeler won a 
Bronze Medal – for Greco Roman Wrestling in Beijing. 

8/28/08 6p-:45, 9p-:50, 10p-:45 2:20 Entertainment Hypnotist If you want to be hypnotized – or just enjoy watching others acting silly – be sure to look for Tyzen – the master of 
suggestion at this year’s CSF.   His show is a combination of comedy and hypnotism – plus he also does magic. 

8/28/08 10p-1:00 1:00 Entertainment PBR Shootout At the CSF – the bulls have taken over the grandstand for the first ever Professional Bull Riders Team Shootout.  
Teams of two cowboys competing for the grand prize of $50,000. 

8/28/08 10p-:25 :25 Public Safety Prosecutor Shot A massive search is on in Adams County for the suspect who shot and killed a Deputy District Attorney.   Police say 
37 year old Sean May was shot several times outside a home I the Denver area – he later died at the hospital. 

8/28/08 10p-:45 :45 Politics McCain Ad Senator John McCain is putting politics aside – and is offering his congratulations to Obama, and recognizes the 
symbolism of an African American – accepting the nomination on the 45th anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I 
have a dream…” speech.   McCain speaks directly to Obama in the ad. 

8/28/08 10p-:50 :50 Politics Obama Parties About 60  people came out to watch Obama’s acceptance speech at a CS coffee shop.   Most were Democrats, so 
they obviously agreed with his talking points. 

8/29/08 5a-1:20, 6a-2:30, 1n2-:55, 
6a-:20 

5:50 Politics DNC Obama Speech Barack Obam a closed out the DNC last night – by accepting his party’s nomination for President. 

8/29/08 5a-1:50, 6a-:40 2:30 Politics DNC MLK Speech Obama’s acceptance speech came on the 4th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s. “I have a dream…” speech.   
On the stage last night, Dr. King’s son paid tribute to his father’s speech. 

8/29/08 5a-1:10, 6a-:35, 12n-:35 2:20 Politics McCain Ad Senator John McCain is putting politics aside – and is offering his congratulations to Obama, and recognizes the 
symbolism of an African American – accepting the nomination on the 45th anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I 
have a dream…” speech.   McCain speaks directly to Obama in the ad. 

8/29/08 5a-1:10, 6p-1:00, 9p-1:00, 
10p-1:00 

4:00 Politics McCain VP Pick and 
Palin Picked 

McCain is preparing to announce his choice for a VP running mate today.   He’ll appear in Dayton, Ohio. 

8/29/08 6p-2:00, 9p-1:40, 10p-1:50 5:30 Politics Local – VP Reax McCain’s choice for VP – brought some predictable reaction along party lines.    Republicans voicing admiration  - 
calling it a brilliant pick.  

8/29/08 12n-:45, 5p-1:00, 6p-:25, 9p-
:25, 10p-:25 

3:00 Politics McCain and McCain 
Palin Rally and VP 
Rally 

Republican John McCain made a surprise choice for his running mate – Alaska Governor Sarah Palin. 
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8/29/08 5a-1:25, 4p-:25 1:50 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav The Tropical Storm is heading toward the Cayman Islands.    Forecasters say Gustav could strengthen into a 
hurricane before arriving in the area today. 

8/29/08 5a-:50, 6a-:50, 12n-:20 2:00 Health and Safety Security Water 
Update 

Folks living in Security can go ahead and start watering their lawns again.    A pipe was damaged earlier this week 
and Security Water Services asked people to stop outdoor watering. 

8/29/08 10p-2:10 2:10 Politics Local Blogger VP While John McCain’s VP choice may have come as a surprise to many in the world of politics it came as no surprise 
for one local Republican. 

8/29/08 5a-2:30, 6a-7:25, 5p-1:00 10:55 Fundraiser Fill the Boot Starting Sunday night – through Labor Day – News First will be trying to help “Jerry’s Kids.”    It’s the Muscular 
Dystrophy Labor Day Telethon.    And area firefighters are helping once again as the “Fill the Boot” campaign started 
yesterday.    

8/29/08 5a-1:30, 6a-1:00, 12n-:45 3:15 Missing Person(s) Missing Family CS Police need your help finding a missing woman and her young daughter.    Nicole Signoriello and her two year old 
daughter, Lanessa were last seen last week. 

8/29/08 5a-:30, 12n-:25 :55 Public Safety Prosecutor Shot A massive search is on in Adams County for the suspect who shot and killed a Deputy District Attorney.   Police say 
37 year old Sean May was shot several times outside a home I the Denver area – he later died at the hospital. 

8/29/08 5a-1:00 1:00 Education T-Mobile After 
School 

Students at a CS elementary school have a shiny new place to spend time after school.     Thanks to the hard work of 
some volunteers. 

8/29/08 5a-:40, 6a-:20, 12n-:45 1:45 Politics Green DNC Democrats promised this would be the “greenest” convention ever held. 

8/29/08 5a-1:10 1:05 Politics RNC McCain Many people were anxiously waiting to hear who John McCain will choose as his running mate. 

8/29/08 5a-:25, 6a-:30 :55 Politics DNC Hudson Oscar winning actress and American Idol  contestant – Jennifer Hudson – was at the DNC – and sang the National 
Anthem. 

8/29/08 5a-:50 :50 Politics DNC – HL Barack Obama accepted the Democrat’s nomination for President in Denver last night. 

8/29/08 5a-:25 :25 Entertainment Phelps SNL Olympic Gold Medalist Michael Phelps will be on this season’s premiere of SNL. 

8/29/08 6a-:40 :40 Education Phelps with Kids Olympic Gold Medalist Michael Phelps is working to get kids involved in swimming. 

8/29/08 5a-:50, 12n-:45 1:35 Entertainment CSF-Hypnotist If you are heading for the CSF this weekend  - be sure to watch out for Tyzen – the Hypnotist. 

8/29/08 6a-:45, 12n-:35 1:20 Politics and Public 
Saety 

RNC Delay  Republican officials say they may postpone their national convention because of Tropical Storm Gustav.    Gustav is 
expected to hit the U.s. early next week – the same time the RNC is set to begin. 

8/29/08 6a-1:05, 6p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-
:30 

2:35 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gulf Coast Preps 
and Gustav Preps 

The Tropical Storm Gustav is heading toward the Cayman Island.     Gustav is expected to make its way toward the 
Gulf Coast of the U.S. sometime this weekend or early next week. 

8/29/08 6a-:40 :40 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Jamaica The tropical storm was so deadly as it passed over Jamaica yesterday.   Close to 70 people died when the storm hit 
Haiti and the Dominican Republic. 
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8/29/08 12n-1:25 1:25 Politics DNC Cow Town 
Reax 

Two weeks ago – the eyes of the world were on Beijing – and this week – it’s Denver and the DNC.     And much like 
the Chinese – Denverites wonder what visitors think.    Earlier in the week – a NY Post columnist declared Denver is 
still a “Cow Town” …..so how does that sit with the locals? 

8/29/08 12n-:45 :45 Leadership Olympian Officer One Olympic Bronze Medalist is transitioning from the podium – to the Police Academy.    Adam wheeler won a 
Bronze Medal – for Greco Roman Wrestling in Beijing. 

8/29/08 12n-:15 :15 Politics Introduce McCain VP Presidential hopeful John McCain introduces the country to the other half of his Republican ticket. 

8/29/08 12n-:30, 4p-:30, 5p-1:00 2:00 Politics Salazar Palin Reax Sarah Palin Will be the first woman to be nominated for VP as a Republican and only the second to run for Vice 
President. 

8/29/08 12n-:15 :15 Politics Invesco Clean-up Now that the DNC Party’s over – it’s time to clean up Invesco Field after more than 84,000 people packed Mile High 
Stadium last night.     This morning work crews took the giant stage apart and started transforming Invesco back to 
the Home of the Broncos.    

8/29/08 12n-:15 :15 Public Safety ATV Injuries Two teenagers were seriously injured in an ATV crash yesterday.   It happened shortly after three on County Road 
just south of Trinidad. 

8/29/08 12n-:25, 5p-:45, 6p-2:10, 9p-
1:30 

4:50 Taxes County Sales Tax 
(Update) 

A difficult campaign now starts in El Paso County to try and get voters to say yes to a 1% sales tax increase. 

8/29/08 6a-:25, 12n-:25 :50 Construction Cimarron Bridge 
Update 

All lanes are now open after years of bridge closures limiting access to downtown CS.    Crews finished stripping 
yesterday on the Cimarron Bridge – that links I-25 to south side of downtown CS. 

8/29/08 6a-:20, 12n-:20 :40 Public Safety FAA Computer The FAA plans to upgrade its computer system to avoid delay causing computer glitches. 

8/29/08 4p-:30, 6p-:30, 9p-:30, 10p-
:30 

2:00 Politics Obama Biden 
Statement  

Barack Obama and his running mate Joe Biden released a joint statement on McCain’s choice. 

8/29/08 6a-:25 :25 Politics McCain Ohio John McCain has arrived in Ohio where he  announced his VP pick today. 

8/29/08 4p-2:00 2:00 Politics  Politics Today “Exciting” – that’s how Republican leaders (including President Bush) are describing John McCain’s pick for a running 
mate. 

8/29/08 4p-:35 :35 Politics Fair Voter Reg The Obama Campaign recruited some well known supporters in an effort to register new voters this Labor Day 
Weekend. 

8/29/08 4p-:25, 6p-:30 :55 Politics Debate Off A debate – scheduled between candidates for the 5th Congressional District has been cancelled.   It was supposed to 
beheld October 1st between Congressman Doug Lamborn and Democratic contender, Hal Bidlock 

8/29/08 4p-:25, 5p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-
:25 

1:30 Postal Service Post Office Closed Most post offices around the country will be closed tomorrow.     The  Postal Service is shutting down retail sales, 
Saturday, Sunday and Monday to save money. 

8/29/08 4p-:20 :20 Public Health Military Migraine A new study found soldiers suffer migraines more than anyone else. 

8/29/08 5p-:25, 6p-:25, 9p-;25, 10p-
:25 

1:40 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Northcom As Hurricane Gustav heads toward the Gulf Coast, Northcom here in CS is preparing to help.    Along with its 
National Security duties – the Northern Command Center also deploys military to support to help with natural 
disasters. 
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8/29/08 5p-:45 :45 Politics DNC Computers McCain’s announcement today “really” shifted the spotlight his way.   Last night – here in our state – history was 
made.     But now that the party’s over – it’s time to clean  up – and that includes tons fo computer equipment 
installed at both Invesco Field and the Pepsi Center. 

8/29/08 5p-1:30 1:30 Entertainment PPIR Opens Tonight Pikes Peak International Raceway opens its  doors for the first time in several years – racing returns this 
weekend. 

8/29/08 5p-:45, 9p-:45 1:30 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Natural  Bearded 
Santas 

In CS today – it looked a lot more like another holiday – Christmas.     The naturally bearded Santas are in town to 
host their annual fall retreat at the Mount St. Francis Center. 

8/29/08 6p-:20, 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:20 Public Safety Salida Homicide Canon City Poice have made three arrests in the death of a man from Salida. 

8/29/08 6p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-:25 1:05 Fundraiser MDA Telethon The MDA Telethon starts Sunday night at 7 p.m. and lasts through the Labor Day Holiday. 

8/29/08 6p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-:20 1:00 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Balloon Classic Don’t miss the 3rd Annual Colorado Balloon Classic – it’s tomorrow through Monday at Memorial Park in CS with daily 
activities. 

8/29/08 9p-:20, 10p-:20 :40 Public Safety Florence Teacher A Florence school employee is behind bars on child sex assault charges.    Stephanie Bellino was arrested last night. 

8/30/08 5:30p-:25, 9p-:25, 10p-:25 1:15 Public Safety Tanker Accident An accident shut down a section of I-25 for abou an hour – and traffic backed up for miles. 

8/30/08 5:30p-1:30, 9p-:45, 10p-2:00 4:15 Public Safety DUI Checkpoints Stopping accidents before they happen is the goal for local law enforcement tonight.      CS Police, Teller County and 
State Patrol will be looking for drunk drivers at a series of DUI Checkpoints. 

8/30/08 5:30p-:25, 9p-2:00, 10p-2:00 4:25 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Arrival  Hurricane Gustav is taking aim and gaining strength as it moves toward the gulf coast.     Gustav is now a category 
four hurricane – but some are predicting it could strengthen to a category five by tomorrow. 

8/30/08 5:30p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:15 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Red Cross Some l ocal volunteers will be in the gulf region when Gustav makes landfall.      The Pikes Peak Chapter of the Red 
Cross earlier this week – sent what they call a “mobile feeding truck” and a group of volunteers. 

8/30/08 5:30p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-:20 1:00 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Northcom Northcom oversees the military’s response to natural disasters here in the U.S.    Today it says resources are in place 
to air lift hundreds of patients from Louisiana and Texas. 

8/30/08 5:30p-:45, 9p-:45, 10p-:45 2:15 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Economics Economists say Gustav could bring bad news at the gas pump.   About 25% of U.S. Oil comes form the Gulf region. 

8/30/08 5:30p-2:00, 9p-2:00 4:00 Entertainment State Fair Gadgets At this year’s CSF – you can find plenty of unique gifts. 

8/30/08 5:30p-:20, 9p-:20, 10p-:20 1:00 Immigration New ICE Office New information  and  details on the new ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) Office.  The new office (in CS) 
will be located at the PB&T Building on East Pikes Peak.    

8/30/08 5:30p--:20, 9p-:20, 10p-:25 1:05 Entertainment Balloon Classic Thousands of people gathered in Memorial Park to watch hot air balloons take flight in the Colorado Balloon Classic. 

8/30/08 9p-2:15 2:15 Public Health Pick a Pediatrician How do you pick a pediatrician?    There’s a lot of pressure on any expectant parent to make the right choice. 
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8/30/08 9p-:30, 10p-:30 1:00 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Luikin Parade It was quite a homecoming for an Olympic Champion in Texas today motorcycles with Pennants and spectators 
holding home made signs cheered Olympic Gold Medalist Nastia Linkin.    The mile long parade was held in her 
home town, Parker, Texas. 

8/30/08 10p-2:00 2:00 Politics Politics Today With the Presidential tickets now set – the campaigns are off and running.     Republicans John McCain and Sarah 
Palin were in Pennsylvania.    Democrats Barack Obama and Joe Biden were in Ohio. 

8/30/08 10p-:25 :25 Politics Owens Daughter 
GOP 

The daughter of former Governor Bill Owens will be a new delegate at the Republican National Convention. 

8/30/08 9p-:45 :45 Rec/Arts and Sports Bike Lanes By the end of this year – bikers will have a lot more room to ride in CS.     The city says they’re adding about 17 miles 
of bike lanes. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:20, 10p-2:00 2:20 WX and Public 
Safety 

Gustav Latest Hundreds of thousands of people left New Orleans over the past 24 hours.    The National Guard is patrolling 
evacuated neighborhoods. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:25, 10p-2:00 2:25 WX and Public 
Safety 

Northcom Gustav U.S. Northern Command continues to evacuate people form Louisiana and prepare for Gustav to make landfall. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:45, 10p-:45 1:30 Politics and 
WX and Public 
Safety 

RNC Gustav Hurricane Gustav is forcing some changes at the Republican National Convention.     The RNC is canceling any 
program tomorrow in St. Paul – that isn’t official business.     And President Bush  is instead headed to Texas to meet 
with emergency workers and evacuees. 

8/31/08 5:30p-1:45, 10p-:55 2:40 Politics Palin Local Reax McCain’s campaign manager says there will be no political rhetoric at the Convention tomorrow.   Next weekend after 
the Convention – McCain and Palin are still scheduled to be in CS. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:45, 10p-:45 1:30 Public Safety DUI Numbers  A major crack down on drunk drivers this holiday weekend.     Last night – in C/S – 1,600 people were stopped at 
roving DUI check points. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:25, 10p-:25 :50 Public Safety Weld County Ax Six people are dead after an accident up in Weld County.     The Weld County Sheriff’s Office says the accident 
involved a tanker truck and an SUV.    Deputies have not released the names of the six people who were killed. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:25, 10p-:25 :50 Public Safety Structure Fire If you were driving along I-25 today – you may have noticed a large plume of smoke – near Pikes Peak International 
Raceway. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:45, 10p-:45 1:30 Fundraiser Bluesky Benefit The mother of two young boys who were killed by their father – is trying to help others.     Today hundreds of people 
gathered in Manitou Sprigns to celebrate the lives of the children  - proceeds go to the Bluesky Foundation. 

8/31/08 5:30p-1:30, 10p-1:00 2:30 Fundraiser MDA Telethon Today will begin our long tradition of raising money for “Jerry’s Kids” – with the 43rd Annual MDA Telethon. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:45, 10p-:45 1:30 Rec and Public 
Safety 

Balloon Fuel 
Dangers 

Those hot air balloons we’ve seen over CS this weekend can be a beautiful sight – but getting them in the sky can be 
a dangerous task.    Some balloons carry as much as 40 gallons of liquid propane. 

8/31/08 5:30p-:20, 10p-:20 :40 Rec/Arts and 
Entertainment 

Balloon Glow 
Preview 

You won’t want to miss the “Balloon Glow” tonight.    AS it gets dark – dozens of hot air balloons will fire up their 
burners.   The sight will be spectacular! 

8/31/08 10p-:35 :35 WX and Public 
Safety 

Katrina Anniversary It’s been three years since Hurricane Katrina.     About 2,000 Katrina evacuees came to CS.    Pikes Peak United 
Way says about half  of them stayed here. 

      

 


